
SUMMER EXPERIENCE

2021

summer programs for students Pre -k through 12th grade

...a summer reimagined



DEAR SUMMER EXPERIENCE FAMILIES, 

The anticipation and excitement are growing and we cannot wait to see all of you this summer! We have been diligently working at Columbus Academy 
thinking of new and creative ways of doing things…reimagining, if you will, what amazing changes are to come for Summer Experience 2021. Our first 
priority is safety and we will enlist all of the tried and true supports that we always employ. In addition to those supports, we will add layers of staffing to 
help campers adjust to the new policies in place needed to keep us safe. We have recreated drop-off/pick-up procedures, transitions, lunch, free choice 
activities, classroom size and seating, and so much more. We have a leadership team that stands ready to create an exciting summer through strong 
guidance and communication. We have created a group of specialized Coordinators and Sr. Counselors that are equipped to support the needs we may 
see from our campers in regards to all they have been through in the last year. The mental health of our campers, staff and leadership are the priority in 
all of the reimagining we have done and will continue to do.  

We have been very mindful in how we represented this season of Summer Experience. The not yet open sunflower on the cover of the brochure represents 
possibilities…as the sunflower opens, we see its full beauty. This summer, we will see what comes our way and we will be ready for challenges if they 
should arise, but we cannot do this alone. The bee represents the connection we all have to the fulfillment of these endless possibilities. We are ready to 
embark on this journey with you and make these possibilities a reality. We could not be more excited to see all of you this summer.

Sincerely,

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

    PROGRAM SESSIONS
Session 1       June 8     -    June 11 (no camp June 7)

Session 2      June 14    -     June 18
Session 3      June 21     -     June 25
Session 4      June 28    -     July 1 (no camp July 2)

Session 5        July 6      -      July 9 (no camp July 5)

Session 6      July 12    -      July 16
Session 7      July 19    -      July 23
Session 8      July 26    -      July 30
Session 9      August 2  -  August 6

DAILY SCHEDULE
Last Names A-M Drop-Off (All divisions)         8:00 am    -   8:30 am
Last Names N-Z Drop-Off (All divisions)          8:30 am    -   9:00 am
Half +Plus  Pick-Up (All divisions)                                1:30 pm
Last Names A-M Full Day Pick-Up          3:30 pm   -   4:00 pm
Last Names N-Z Full Day Pick-Up            4:00 pm   -   4:30 pm
Rising 9-12                                             See page 44 for offerings
Sports Clinics                                          8:45 am   -   4:00 pm
Weeks 1 & 9 (no tiered drop-off/pick-up)                 8:30 am   -   4:00 pm
After Care                                                4:00 pm   -     7:00 pm

WELCOME

Alyssa King, Director
Like us on Facebook for access to updates, photos, 
Friday Showcase information and more! 
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GENERAL INFORMATION ...a summer reimagined
Summer Experience 2021 has 9 weeks of programming for grades Pre-K through 12. Sessions 1 and 9 offerings are off-site/ traveling and virtual 
programs only to allow for preparation of our campus in order to provide the best possible experience for our campers and staff. For sessions 2-8, 
offerings are primarily on-campus with select virtual opportunities for those students who are unable to join us in-person. For grades K and up, the 
majority of programs are Full Day (9a-4p), but some offer a Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) option. Half Day is no longer a schedule option across all divisions.

We are so excited to bring you new and flexible scheduling options for 2021!

Below are important definitions you will need to know:

In-person / on-site
Classes located on CA’s campus and have a maximum of 12 students. 

Virtual Friendly (VF)
In-person classes with the option to elect virtual attendance. 

Virtual Ready (VR)
In-person classes that have the option to become fully virtual if needed. 

Travel / Off-Site 
Classes that travel to an off-site location by bus for the full day.

Virtual Only (VO)
Classes that are only offered virtually (Sessions 1 and 9 only).

Virtual Only (VO) Details:
Any programs that are Virtual Only or have to move to a virtual platform (Virtual Ready (VR)) will all follow the same schedule. We have created this 
schedule to add consistency and predictability to this medium. We want parents and guardians to be able to count on a standard of excellence and we 
feel that for planning purposes, it is essential you know what to expect and be able to manage these programs with ease. We will be using two main 
platforms and these will stay consistent throughout the summer. Seesaw and Zoom will be our modes of delivery for virtual programming. There may 
be programs that employ additional links to add to the experience of the camper as well, but they will be easy to access. If your Virtual Only (VO)  
program requires a supply packet, they will be prepared by teachers and instructions for distribution will be communicated via email prior to camp. 
Teachers will have three touchpoints for the campers as well as the parents and guardians throughout the camp day. After each class touchpoint, there 
will be a cliffhanger and challenge activity to keep the campers returning for the next touchpoint. The expectation of the camper is that they participate 
in the live virtual class time, followed by independent time to complete the tasks that have been given from their instructor. At the last touchpoint/live 
virtual class time of the day, campers will be asked to share their experience and what they have created.

To remain developmentally appropriate, the duration of the programs will vary due to each specified grade group. There are no Pre-K virtual options 
this season. Please see the chart below for touchpoint timelines.

Division Virtual Touchpoint #1 Virtual Touchpoint #2 Virtual Touchpoint #3

Grades K-2 (30-45 min. touchpoints) 9:00a-9:45a 11:00a-11:45a 2:30p-3:15p

Grades 3-5 (45-60 min. touchpoints) 9:00a-10:00a 11:00a-12:00p 2:30p-3:30p

Grades 6-9 (60-90 min. touchpoints) 9:00a-10:30a 11:00a-12:30p 2:30p-4:00p

Communication
Upon registration, you should receive a confirmation email from Summer_Experience@columbusacademy.org. You can expect communication via 
email from your child’s teacher the week prior to camp starting. The email will provide helpful information and will contain a Zoom introduction 
meeting link for the Friday before camp begins, between 4-5pm. Throughout each week of camp, teachers will be available by appointment during 
“office hours” between 11:30am and 1:30pm daily. Appointments can be scheduled via email.

SUMMER 
EXPERIENCE 2021

Like us on Facebook for access to updates, photos, 
Friday Showcase information and more! 
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Faculty, Staff and Sr. Counselors 
CA Summer Experience employs current CA Faculty and Staff members as well as highly qualified outside sources as teachers of the Summer 
Experience programs. Sr. Counselors are typically local college students who have been hired after an extensive interview and training process. Sr. 
Counselors are assigned to camps each week and will accompany your child all day during their respective program. CA Summer Experience also 
employs ample administrative staff to support daily operations.

Facilities
The majority of programs are held on CA’s beautiful 231-acre campus that consists of a six-lane indoor pool, MacBook computer and iPad 
traveling carts, nature trails, outdoor classroom space, low ropes elements, eight tennis courts, Schoedinger Theatre seating 538, two full-length 
gymnasiums, a weight room, a ceramics studio, five art studios, three libraries, five playgrounds, eight science labs, four soccer fields, two turf 
fields, an all-weather track, a full service dining hall, three music rooms, and two baseball fields. The campus may be accessed from the West on 
Cherry Bottom Road or from the East via Beecher Road off of Hamilton Road. (Please refer to the campus map on the inside of the back cover.)

Field Trip and Off-Site Transportation 
Columbus Academy utilizes school bus rental as a means of transportation for field trips and off-site programs. All drivers have proof of 
credentials and background checks. CA and all busing companies will be in compliance with CDC regulations with regards to COVID-19 policies 
and procedures.

Extended Care Programs
Before Care will not be available for 2021; however, we have extended After Care hours to 7:00 pm to accommodate this change. After Care is 
available on a preregistration basis ONLY for 2021 and will be held from 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm daily during Sessions 2-8. After Care is not available 
during Sessions 1 and 9. In following safety protocols for 2021, drop-in attendance will not be available and registration is required for the full 
week; no proration is available for partial attendance.

After Care features exciting themed activities, outdoor play, and snack time, as well as quiet places for children to explore and reflect on the 
experiences they have had at CA. Parents MUST pick up their children from After Care by 7:00 pm. Parents that do not pick up their children by 
the end of After Care will be charged $1.00 per minute beyond 7:00 pm.

After Care parents will follow ORANGE signage to the Academy Hall Bus Circle. After Care parents will call a designated phone number upon 
arrival and an After Care staff member will bring your child to you in a carpool-style pick up process. Parents/guardians must provide a photo ID 
each day.

Division Color Pick-up Location Duration Cost

After Care ORANGE Academy Hall Bus Circle  4:00 pm - 7:00 pm $97.50 per week

Lunch
Lunch is provided by Columbus Academy’s Dining Service for Half +Plus and Full Day programs for sessions 2-8. Pre-K through 2nd grade 
students will be served lunch in their classroom, while 3rd through 12th grades will rotate through the Dining Hall with forward-facing, socially 
distanced seating. All lunches will be brown bag, grab-and-go style lunches. A menu will be sent to you via email the week prior to your child’s 
camp. We do our best to accommodate all dietary requests / restrictions. Please contact our office if you have additional questions related to 
dietary concerns. Children are welcome to pack a lunch if they wish, but the lunch must be peanut and tree nut free.
Allergy Policy: Columbus Academy Summer Experience is peanut and tree nut free. 

Daily Drop-off/Pick-up
There will be signage all around campus to help direct the new carpool-style drop-off and pick-up. Please see the CA campus map on the inside 
of the back cover for general campus information. Summer Experience staff will be assisting throughout the drop-off process to ensure students 
are distanced and escorted to their appropriate classroom. During the pick-up process, staff will be verifying parents’/guardians’ photo ID each 
day. It is important that your authorized pick up list is complete and each adult has a photo ID; if someone is not on the list to pick up your child, 
they will be asked to park and wait until Summer Experience staff is able to receive confirmation from a parent/guardian. If a student is not picked 
up on time, they will be taken to an area to wait for their parent/guardian’s arrival and charged a fee of $1 per minute after 4:30pm. Please note, 
After Care is not available on a drop-in basis for 2021 due to safety protocols. 

PLEASE NOTE THE DIVISIONAL DROP-OFF / PICK-UP DETAILS BELOW:

Division Color Drop-off/Pick-up Location Drop-off Time 
Last Name A-M

Drop-off Time
Last Name N-Z

Pick-up Time 
Last Name A-M

Pick-up Time 
Last Name N-Z

Pre-K YELLOW Academy Hall Bus Circle 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Lower School GREEN Lower School Main Entrance 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Middle/Upper School BLUE Middle School Circle 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Additional Notes: Half +Plus pick-up (all divisions) will be at 1:30pm in their respective locations.
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Sports Clinics Drop-off/Pick-up
Drop-off for AM Sports Clincs is between 8:45-9:00 am in front of the Athletic Complex Entrance. If your child is attending an AM clinic ONLY, pick-
up time is 11:30 am in the same location. If your child is attending a PM clinic ONLY in the afternoon, drop-off is between 1:15-1:30 pm and pick-
up is between 4:00-4:15pm at the Athletic Complex Entrance. If your child is attending a combination of 2 clinics to make a full day schedule, 
your drop-off time is 8:45-9:00 am and your pick-up time is between 4:00-4:15 pm in front of the Athletic Complex entrance. Please see below 
for a table representation of this explanation. 

Schedule Drop-off / Pick-up Location Drop-off Time Pick-up Time

AM Sports Clinic Athletic Complex Entrance 8:45-9:00 am 11:30 am

PM Sports Clinic Athletic Complex Entrance 1:15-1:30 pm 4:00-4:15 pm

Full Day Sports Clinic (combination of 2 clinics in same week) Athletic Complex Entrance 8:45-9:00 am 4:00-4:15 pm

Late Drop-off/Early Pick-up
If it is necessary to drop-off or pick-up your child at any time other than the designated camp times, the Sr. Counselor Coordinator is available to 
help with these transitions. If you know this information ahead of time, you may call the Summer Experience Office at (614) 509-2267 to make 
any necessary arrangements. You may also contact the Sr. Counselor Coordinator any time during camp hours at 614-653-3117 to arrange a 
pick-up or drop-off.

Friday Showcase
Some of our camps perform in our weekly Friday Showcase to share their new skills or creations with their parents and fellow campers. These 
showcase programs will be held virtually for the 2021 season and will typically begin at 3:00 pm on Friday afternoons. A link will be shared with 
all SE21 families so they can join in on the fun! Information regarding the Friday Showcase will be communicated via email and CA Summer 
Experience’s Facebook page.

What to Wear/Bring
All campers must bring a water bottle and wear comfortable, weather-appropriate clothing and shoes. Campers should also consider bringing 
a bookbag and sunscreen to camp each day. Please check the course descriptions to see if any other materials are needed for each individual 
program. Please note the water fountains will be closed, so water bottles are a must. If the student is planning to participate in free swim for their 
free choice activity, campers should also pack a bathing suit, towel and plastic bag for wet clothes. Columbus Academy is not responsible for any 
lost personal items.

Free Choice Activity
Students participating in Half +Plus or Full Day programs on campus will have a free choice activity period before or after their lunchtime. 
Campers may choose from the following daily options: free swim (pending approval due to safety protocols), computer time, outdoor free play, or 
quiet reading and crafting time. Children participating in the free swim option will need to bring a bathing suit and towel each day they wish to 
swim, along with a plastic bag for wet clothes.

Electronics Policy
With the increase in the technology around us, electronics are no longer prohibited at camp; however, we expect that these devices be put away 
unless specifically required for a camp or in the case of an emergency. 

Discipline Action Plan and Termination
Attendees who are found to bully or harass others will generally be subject to serious disciplinary action, including prohibition from further 
attendance. CA Summer Experience reserves the right to remove any camper from our program for disciplinary reasons. If a child is removed for 
disciplinary reasons, there will be no refund.

REGISTRATION / PAYMENT
2021 Registration opening dates are as follows: 
Priority Registration for SE20 returning campers= February 15th at 7am
Priority Registration for CA families= February 16th at 7am
General Public Registration= February 18th at 7am

Online Registration
We are excited to roll out our NEW online-only registration system for SE21 powered by CampBrain. For 2021, returning campers as well as 
first time users will need to create an account with the new user sign up. If you are a Columbus Academy academic year family, you can 
simply use your Columbus Academy mySchoolApp login. Please look for the “Login using Columbus Academy mySchoolApp” button on the sign-in 
page. If you would prefer a separate login, you may use the new user sign-up option as well. Visit columbusacademy.org/summer and click on 
the Register Now button.
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Registration is on a first come, first served basis for all programs. Many programs fill quickly and therefore, we recommend registering as 
early as possible. You will register according to your child’s “rising grade” meaning the grade your child will be entering in the 2021-22 school 
year. A non-refundable and non-transferable registration fee of $20 per camper is required at the time of registration. There is no proration for 
absences or conflicts due to schedule, vacation, or other activities. Payment in full is accepted at the time of registration or you may select our 
new installment plan. Payments are accepted in the form of credit card, ACH, paper check or cash. All balances must be paid in full by May 15th 
or your registration will be cancelled for any unpaid camps. If you register after May 15th, full payment is required at the time of registration. 
Registration closes on Wednesday at 9am for the following week’s camp session and new registrations or schedule changes will not be accepted 
after this deadline. Returned checks and ACH denials / errors will incur a $35 fee per occurrence. 

NEW! Installment Payment Plan
You may select the installment plan to divide your course fees total over three equal payments. Payment due dates are March 15, April 15 and 
May 15. For installment plans by credit card and ACH, your payment will automatically be processed on the due dates. For installment plans by 
paper check or cash, it is your responsibility to make the appropriate payment amount by the designated due dates. All balances must be paid in 
full by May 15th or your registration will be cancelled for any unpaid camps. 

Waiting Lists
All programs have an enrollment maximum to follow safety protocols. Once a program fills, a waitlist for that program begins through the online 
registration system. There is no course fee required to register for a waitlist; however, all registrants will be charged the $20 registration fee. If 
you only register for waitlisted program(s) and space does not become available, an exception will be made to refund the $20 registration fee. You 
will be notified via email if a space becomes available in your waitlisted class. You will have 24 hours to accept the open spot and make payment 
arrangements. Once the 24-hour window has expired, we will move to the next person on the waitlist. 

FEES, CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS, REFUNDS AND DEADLINE POLICY
All camps have a minimum enrollment that must be met in order to run. Therefore, we must adhere to the following policy regarding cancellations. 
Please understand that after the deadline listed below, we have made firm financial commitments to our faculty and staff, in addition to 
purchasing materials for the class. The $20 per camper registration fee is non-refundable and non-transferable. The cancellation deadline is 
May 15th, 2021. Any changes or cancellations made prior to May 15th will incur no penalty and course fees will be refunded in full. There is no 
refund for cancellations after May 15th. Changes made to schedules after May 15th will be charged a $25 non-refundable change fee per 
child plus any difference in course fees. All change requests and cancellations must be submitted in writing to Summer_Experience@
columbusacademy.org.

If a child is removed for disciplinary reasons, there will be no refund. Exceptions to the cancellation/ refund policy will be considered for medical 
reasons only and proper documentation from the child’s doctor is required. CA Summer Experience reserves the right to cancel any program due 
to low enrollment. We will make every effort to place your child into another available program. You will be notified via email with alternative camp 
options or to receive a full refund. 

SUMMER EXPERIENCE 2021 PEACE OF MIND POLICY
It is our hope that we will be able to run all of our Summer Experience programs as they were intended, but we have planned for possible 
contingencies if needed. If we should have to deviate from our original plans in any way, we want to make sure our families have options that 
are clear and easy to navigate. If any of our on-site programming is cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances, and a virtual-ready option is not 
offered, you will be refunded 100% of the camp fee. If you have elected an on-site program with a virtual-ready option, you will have 24 hours to 
decline the virtual option and will be refunded 100% of the camp fee. In the event of any cancellation, the $20 registration fee is non-refundable.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Summer Experience Office ....................614-509-2267
Director, Alyssa King..............................614-509-2529
Program Coordinator .............................614-580-1849
Sr. Counselor Coordinator ......................614-653-3117
After Care..............................................614-509-2240
Camp Nurse ..........................................614-496-9591
Email .....Summer_Experience@columbusacademy.org
Director’s Email .............KingA@columbusacademy.org
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Session:    1 (6/8-11)     2 (6/14-18)     3 (6/21-25)     4 (6/28-7/1)     5 (7/6-7/9)     6 (7/12-16)     7 (7/19-23)     8 (7/26-30)     9 (8/2-8/6)
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Session:    1 (6/8-11)     2 (6/14-18)     3 (6/21-25)     4 (6/28-7/1)     5 (7/6-9)     6 (7/12-16)     7 (7/19-23)     8 (7/26-30)     9 (8/2-6)

PRE-K PROGRAM DAILY DETAILS

—————
Summer Experience’s Pre-K program activities are based on weekly themes. 
Virtual special guests, arts and crafts, science, games, outdoor education, 
creative movement, and story time are used to express those themes. 
Children are encouraged to discover and develop their academic, creative, 
and social skills at their own pace. Opportunities for active and experiential 
learning are offered each day through child-initiated and teacher-directed 
activities in order to assist children in their intellectual, physical, social, 
and emotional development. We are committed to creating an enriching 
environment where children are in the continuous process of development 
based on their individual ability, readiness, and interest. Our emphasis is on 
play and having fun.

Your child’s experience will focus on the importance of self-confidence and 
play in a child’s life. The activities reflect this each day as your child joins in 
the fun of cooperative play with others in an environment that promotes a 
confident and positive attitude.

Snacks are provided each morning and afternoon. The dress is casual: a 
t-shirt, shorts, and tennis shoes are recommended. Students must bring a 
water bottle and swimming suits are needed for sprinkler days. Please send 
an extra outfit in a resealable bag with each camper on the first day of 
camp.

You can expect communication via email the week prior to camp starting. 
The email will provide helpful information and will contain a Zoom 
introduction meeting link for the Friday before camp begins, between 4-5pm.
 
The Columbus Academy Pre-K staff consists of experienced classroom 
teachers and senior counselors. A maximum ratio of 6:1 is maintained, with 
a limit of 12 students per section.

Pre-K students, ages 3-5, need to be fully potty trained. CA defines potty 
trained as:
1. No longer in training pants/pull ups while awake or asleep (with the      
    exception of medical conditions).
2. Using the toilet for both urination and bowel movements.
3. Able to wipe him/herself after using the toilet.

THEMED WEEKS

Session 1         June 7   –   June 11   Special Feature (see above)

Session 2      June 14   –   June 18    Our Natural World

Session 3      June 21   –   June 25     Bugs

Session 4      June 28    –   July 1*     Dinosaurs

Session 5          July 6   –   July 9*      Around the World

Session 6       July 12    –   July 16     Space

Session 7       July 19   –    July 23     Sports Galore

Session 8       July 26   –    July 30     Superheroes

Session 9      August 2  –    August 6   Special Feature (see above)

*Please note: There is no camp on Friday, July 2nd or Monday, July 5th.

Special Feature: Sessions 1 & 9

Old MacDonald Had a Horse Farm
3 to 5-year-olds | Sessions 1*, 9
Instructor: Dreams on Horseback Staff
Afternoons (12:30p-2p) $130
*Please note this program will hold camp on Monday 6/7 of Session 1
Join us for a week of horse-themed learning and literature in 
our barn! You and your child will enjoy lots of fun, interactive 
horse activities including learning to groom, making horse 
treats, engaging in Montessori type “free choice” activities, 
pony painting as it relates to Native American traditions, 
and more. Each day will include hands-on education about 
our horse friends, horse crafts, story time, and handler-led 
rides in either our arena or through our wooded sensory trail 
(weather permitting). This Field of Dreams horse camp will 
be held at the Dreams on Horseback facility located at 
1416 Reynoldsburg New Albany Road, Blacklick OH 43004. 
Participants will meet directly at this facility each day. An 
adult caregiver is required to attend camp with the child. 
Both caregiver and child must wear closed-toe shoes such 
as tennis shoes; no sandals or flip flops. Please bring a 
water bottle and child may want long pants for their ride.  

*Helmets are required for riding. If you prefer your child 
to have their own helmet, one can be purchased for $45 
from Field of Dreams. Camp helmets (disinfected between 
riders) are available at no charge. No unapproved helmets 
may be used.

This is an off-site program. Columbus Academy is not 
providing transportation.

DAILY SCHEDULE

Pre-K Half +Plus AM Programming 9:00 am – 11:30 am
 Lunch 11:30 am – 12:30 pm

 PK Programming 12:30 pm – 1:30 pm

Pre-K Full Day AM Programming 9:00 am – 11:30 am
 Lunch 11:30 am – 12:30 pm

 Songs and Story Time 12:30 pm – 1:00 pm  

 Flexible Nap Time                       1:00 pm – 1:30 pm  

 PM Programming 1:30 pm – 4:00 pm

 Aftercare 4:00 pm – 7:00 pm  

Pre-K Summer Experience Staff
AM Coordinator: Debbie Newman
PM Coordinator: Tim Byrer
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Session:    1 (6/8-11)     2 (6/14-18)     3 (6/21-25)     4 (6/28-7/1)     5 (7/6-9)     6 (7/12-16)     7 (7/19-23)     8 (7/26-30)     9 (8/2-6)

Session 1  June 7-11

Program Time 5 Day (M-F)

Special Feature: Old MacDonald Had a Horse Farm 12:30p-2p  $130.00

Session 2  June 14-18

Program Time 5 Day (M-F) 3 Day (M, W, F)

Our Natural World Half Day +Plus 9a-1:30p   $175.00   $105.00

Our Natural World Full Day 9a-4p   $245.00   $150.00

After Care 4p-7p   $97.50   $58.50

PRE-KINDERGARTEN AT-A-GLANCE
Summer Experience registration is available online only. 

This form is simply a guide to showcase each camp in a weekly schedule format to assist in the planning process. 

Session 3  June 21-25

Program Time 5 Day (M-F) 3 Day (M, W, F)

Bugs Half Day +Plus 9a-1:30p   $175.00   $105.00

Bugs Full Day 9a-4p   $245.00   $150.00

After Care 4p-7p   $97.50   $58.50

Session 4  June 28-July 1 (no camp July 2)

Program Time 4 Day (M-Th) 3 Day (M, W, Th)

Dinosaurs Half Day +Plus 9a-1:30p   $140.00   $105.00

Dinosaurs Full Day 9a-4p   $200.00   $150.00

After Care 4p-7p   $78.00   $58.50

Session 5  July 6-9 (no camp July 5)

Program Time 4 Day (T-F) 3 Day (T, W, F)

Around the World Half Day +Plus 9a-1:30p   $140.00   $105.00

Around the World Full Day 9a-4p   $200.00   $150.00

After Care 4p-7p   $78.00   $58.50
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Session 6  July 12-16

Program Time 5 Day (M-F) 3 Day (M, W, F)

Space Half Day +Plus 9a-1:30p   $175.00   $105.00

Space Full Day 9a-4p   $245.00   $150.00

After Care 4p-7p   $97.50   $58.50

Session 7  July 19-23

Program Time 5 Day (M-F) 3 Day (M, W, F)

Sports Galore Half Day +Plus 9a-1:30p   $175.00   $105.00

Sports Galore Full Day 9a-4p   $245.00   $150.00

After Care 4p-7p   $97.50   $58.50

Session 8  July 26-30

Program Time 5 Day (M-F) 3 Day (M, W, F)

Superheroes Half Day +Plus 9a-1:30p   $175.00   $105.00

Superheroes Full Day 9a-4p   $245.00   $150.00

After Care 4p-7p   $97.50   $58.50

Session 9  August 2-6

Program Time 5 Day (M-F)

Special Feature: Old MacDonald Had a Horse Farm 12:30p-2p  $130.00

Session:    1 (6/8-11)     2 (6/14-18)     3 (6/21-25)     4 (6/28-7/1)     5 (7/6-9)     6 (7/12-16)     7 (7/19-23)     8 (7/26-30)     9 (8/2-6)

VIRTUAL VIDEO TOURS!

Are you curious how our new policies and 
procedures will be implemented? Virtual Video 

Tours are available on our website! From carpool-
style drop-off/pick-up to lunch and other safety 

protocols, you can find it all by visiting:

www.columbusacademy.org/summer

CONTACT INFORMATION
Summer Experience Office ....................614-509-2267
Director, Alyssa King..............................614-509-2529
Program Coordinator .............................614-580-1849
Sr. Counselor Coordinator ......................614-653-3117
After Care..............................................614-509-2240
Camp Nurse ..........................................614-496-9591
Email .....Summer_Experience@columbusacademy.org
Director’s Email .............KingA@columbusacademy.org
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LOWER SCHOOL SUMMER EXPERIENCE
Programs are in alphabetical order and categorized by Academics, Arts & 
Sciences, and Athletics programming. Please note: “rising” indicates the 
grade your child will be entering in the 2021-2022 school year. 

It is required for each child to bring a water bottle as water fountains will 
be closed. Any other requirements are listed within the course description. 
Please also read the General Information section on pages 2-5.

—————
Academics

FUNdamentally Social! (VF) (VR)
Rising K-2 | Session 7 | Instructor: Alisha Porter
Rising 3-5 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Alisha Porter
5: Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
7: Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Come join us and learn the basics and more of what it takes to have a 
great SOCIAL experience. Do you enjoy playing games? Working as a team? 
Doing team-building activities? If so, this is the class for you! We work on 
all of these skills while creating memories and having FUN learning the 
FUNdamentals of LIFE!

If You Give a Child a Book 
Rising K-2 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Amy Jackson
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
Watch books come alive! Come have fun with us as we explore the books of 
Laura Numeroff. Based on the similarly titled books, this camp will explore 
such selections as If You Give a Mouse a Cookie. We will do so much more 
than just read these intriguingly funny books. In the classroom, students will 
help to bring the stories to life. We will read stories, make crafts, make and 
eat yummy snacks, and play in the world that Numeroff has created.

Keyboarding
Rising 3-5 | Session 8 | Instructor: Michelle Faciana
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Type to Learn® 4: Agents of Information is a comprehensive, instructional 
keyboarding program that covers skills ranging from beginner to advanced 
students. This web-based program is built on a proven method of sequential 
skill-building instruction. The program uses 36-leveled lessons and includes 
a diagnostic pre-test, reviews, demonstrations, practice exercises and 
activities, and multiple formative assessments. We will explore free online 
typing games that students can play at home to practice on their own. We 
will also partake in a variety of creative writing activities that will utilize our 
typing skills. Students are required to bring in a personal flash drive to 
save their work from the week.

MathVenture
Rising 3-5 | Session 8 | Instructor: A Grade Ahead Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  No Half +Plus
Matt the Magician successfully completed his journey to become a 
mathematician. Now he is ready for the next challenge--to compete at the 
annual math competition. Rising 3rd to 5th graders will be challenged as 
they compete individually and in groups to apply their mathematical skills. 
Students will see a variety of topics throughout the week including PEMDAS, 
decimals, fractions, 3D shapes, metric system, and so much more. Is your 
student ready to win the competition?

Ready for K!
Rising K | Session 8 | Instructor: April Mealick
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Starting kindergarten in the fall? This camp is for you! Join us while we 
review early kindergarten skills through engaging activities, center-based 
learning, fun games and children’s literature favorites. We will read, sing and 
play our way through letters, sounds, numbers and counting in this week of 
fun!

Seuss in the Summer (VF)
Rising K-2 | Session 2 | Instructor: April Mealick
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Welcome to the wonderful world of Dr. Seuss! Students will love exploring Dr. 
Seuss’s work while participating in a variety of Seuss themed activities. We 
will discover how the experiences of many Seuss characters teach important 
life lessons while also making crafts, playing games, getting messy with 
Oobleck and enjoying a few yummy Seuss snacks throughout the week. Join 
us, join us, we hope you do! This camp will be fun for me and you!

Spanish Discovery
Rising K-2 | Session 3 | Instructor: Lesley Calhoun
Rising 3-5 | Session 6 | Instructor: Lesley Calhoun
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Discover the Spanish language and the cultures around the world where 
Spanish is spoken! This class will present basic Spanish vocabulary and 
expressions through music, food, art, dance, and play. Children will enjoy the 
opportunity of learning basic Spanish vocabulary and grammar while also 
discovering some Spanish traditions.

Storybook Summer (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 3-5 | Session 1 (T-F), 9 | Instructor: Michelle Clippinger
1: Full Day $225  |  No Half +Plus
9: Full Day $280  |  No Half +Plus
Come join us for a Storybook Summer! We will spend the week reading 
books and completing different STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art, 
or math) activities connecting to each book. We are going to put ourselves 
in these characters’ shoes, imagine their feelings, experience their actions, 
and become a part of these books. This will be a transformative academic 
adventure to spark your child’s love of story-time!
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Summer Camp-IN (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising K-2 | Session 1 (T-F), 9 | Instructor: April Mealick
1: Full Day $225  |  No Half +Plus
9: Full Day $280  |  No Half +Plus
Get ready to build a fort in the living room and join us for a virtual camp-IN! 
In this literacy-based class, we will have fun reading a variety of camp-
themed books while integrating creativity, academics, a little bit of cooking, 
and a whole lot of fun! At the end of the week, we will come together in-
person for a Friday afternoon campfire celebration on campus. More details 
to come as we get closer to camp time! 

—————
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences classes require dress for mess attire.

A World of Color
Rising 3-5 | Session 8 | Instructor: Amy Jackson
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Come explore the colorful world around us! Throughout the week, campers 
will create nature inspired art using a variety of mediums like collages, clay, 
watercolor, and mixed media. Students will also get a chance to “paint with 
all the colors of the wind” by creating some natural sculptures and fairy 
houses throughout Columbus Academy’s campus.

Adventurous Explorers…On the Move
Rising 1-5 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Lindy Newman
Full (9a-4p) $440  |  No Half +Plus
This camp is for the nature lovers; for the adventurous ones; for the kids who 
come home every day with muddy knees and scraped elbows and soaking 
wet shoes. We appreciate you, and we have an adventure for you! Join us 
as we travel off-site each day for hiking, canoeing, rock climbing, shelter 
building, creeking, and more. Participants are encouraged to get dirty and 
follow their natural curiosity as we learn survival skills and gain exposure to 
the outdoors. Students are required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Adventurous Explorers
Rising K-2 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Michelle Horne
Rising 3-5 | Session 2 | Instructor: Lindy Newman
2: Full (9a-4p) $450  |  No Half +Plus
5: Full (9a-4p) $360  |  No Half +Plus
This camp is for the nature lovers; for the adventurous ones; for the kids who 
come home every day with muddy knees and scraped elbows and soaking 
wet shoes. We appreciate you, and we have an adventure for you! Join us 
for a week of hiking, canoeing, rock climbing, shelter building, creeking, and 
more. This program includes two off-site adventures and the rest of the time 

will be spent exploring CA’s beautiful 231-acre campus! Participants are 
encouraged to get dirty and follow their natural curiosity as we learn survival 
skills and gain exposure to the outdoors.

All About Ag(riculture)
Rising 3-5 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Kaitlyn Fisher
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  No Half +Plus
Join 4H enthusiast Kaitlyn Fisher to experience the importance of agriculture 
in our world. Through project-based learning, we will explore where our 
food comes from, where and how it is grown, and how we are all a part 
of the process. Get up close and personal as we take a field trip to a dairy 
farm to see how milk gets from the cow to the table. With many fun outdoor 
activities, we will have an awesome time learning about agriculture together! 
Campers should dress for mess and wear appropriate shoes for the 
outdoors.

All Things Disney
Rising K-2 | Session 8 | Instructor: Leah Baughman
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Step into the magical world of Disney! Throughout the week, we will spend 
time learning about the different lessons and morals in many different 
Disney films. We will explore the films through books, songs, games, crafts, 
and movie clips.

Amateur Animators
Rising 3-5 | Session 8 | Instructor: Cat Mailloux
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
How are your favorite Pixar or Disney movies made? Do you have a knack 
for playing on iPads and iPhones? Come join us to demystify the movie 
making process and harness modern technology to learn how to make your 
own animations using basic stop-motion construction techniques. Explore 
drawing, flip books, building with clay, and storytelling in this crash course 
on making things move. Celebrate at the end of the week in a virtual film 
festival of animated shorts showcasing your creative and quirky animations. 

Around the World
Rising K-2 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Coral Lee Bishop
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
Experience other countries and cultures around the world in games, stories, 
songs, tastes, and words - the sky is the limit! Learn all about the lives of 
children like you in other countries and try some of the things they love 
to do! Every day we will explore different places around the globe. Come 
prepared for an action-packed week of fun, learning and play!
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Art and Nature
Rising 3-5 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Angela Martin
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145
Come explore the wonders of nature and create art through a variety of 
natural mediums. Take time to commune with nature and plug into creative 
juices that flow through the veins of the leaves and the patterns of the 
flowers. Bring only your imagination and the outdoors will supply the rest. 
Please note this is a mostly outdoor camp. Campers will explore the 
grounds at Columbus Academy, rain or shine. Children should come 
prepared with appropriate attire for the outdoors and daily weather 
conditions.

Be a Designer (VR)
Rising 3-5 | Session 3 | Instructor: Helma Groot
Full (9a-4p) $315  |  No Half +Plus
In Be a Designer, you will make and design your own clothes. We will use 
new and recycled fabrics and clothes to create dazzling designs. You will 
learn to sew by hand and on the sewing machine. Those who already know 
how to sew will improve their amazing skills. We will also study pattern 
making and materials used in fashion design. You will have the choice to 
show off your fabulous designs in a fashion show during the virtual Friday 
Showcase.

Beginning Acoustic Guitar: Play and Sing!
Rising 3-5 | Session 7 | Instructor: Bill Walker
Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
Got a guitar, but haven’t made much progress yet? This is the camp for you! 
Campers will learn basic chords, strumming and picking patterns, bass lines, 
and beginning blues solo playing. We will explore Disney tunes, traditional 
American folk songs, blues, and contemporary songs in a variety of styles as 
well as learn how to coordinate playing and singing. Campers are required 
to bring their own acoustic (nylon or steel string) guitar. 

Broadway Bootcamp 
Rising 3-5 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Columbus Children’s Theatre Staff
Full (9a-4p) $250  |  No Half +Plus
If you want to sing, dance, design costumes and set pieces, and become 
a stage star, Broadway Bootcamp is the place for you! In the course of a 
week, students will learn 2-3 songs from a popular Broadway show. Our 
day will begin by singing through our music and learning lines. Then we 
will learn choreography to go along with the music. By mid-week, students 
will organize and design their costumes along with specific props for the 
show. All of this will be done in preparation for the virtual Friday Showcase! 
We hope to see you in Broadway Bootcamp this summer! Students should 
wear comfortable clothing and closed-toe shoes appropriate for moving 
and dancing. No sandals or flip flops please.

Bucket Drumming 101 
Rising 3-5 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Amy Jackson
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
Come learn to turn household items into musical instruments! Bucket 

drumming, also called street drumming, is a style of music which involves 
drumming on plastic buckets and other objects to create melodies. The most 
common object used by bucket drummers are five-gallon plastic buckets, 
but other objects can be used, including glass bottles, pots, and pans. We 
will learn drumming techniques, rhythms, and learn how to turn just about 
anything to a musical opportunity. This camp can’t be BEAT!

Building and Exploring with STEM
Rising K-2 | Session 6, 7
Instructor: Leah Baughman (Session 7) & TBA (Session 6)
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Build, play, and explore! This camp is all about hands-on engineering 
experiences. Children will have the opportunity to free build, build in 
response to a prompt, and build to solve different problems. Creative juices 
will be flowing throughout the week as students build with Legos, brain 
flakes, Magna-tiles, and more natural resources like sticks, rocks, and mud! 

Camp Invention®
Rising K-2 & 3-5 | Session 3 | Instructor: Robert Krum
Full (9a-4p) $335  |  No Half +Plus
Energize your child’s creativity and confidence with our new Camp 
Invention® program, Recharge! Campers will collaborate with friends in 
hands-on, open-ended STEM challenges. They’ll take apart a microphone to 
explore its inner workings, build and test a device to launch rubber ducks, 
explore solar-powered crickets, and design morphing vehicles for the Super 
Road Rally! Each activity is designed to inspire curiosity, spark imaginations 
and give your young innovator the best summer ever.

Carnival Cooking and Fun!
Rising K-2 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Young Chefs Academy Staff
Full (9a-4p) $260  |  No Half +Plus
Step right up for the greatest camp of the summer! We’ll spend our days 
creating carnival foods like baked funnel cakes, fair fries, corn dogs, 
lemonade shake ups, and other yummy carnival creations. We will also plan, 
design and create our very own carnival games and decorations. On Friday, 
campers will attend the carnival that they created. They will play games, eat 
food, receive prizes, and more!

Celebrate Everything
Rising 3-5 | Session 2 | Instructor: Angela Martin
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
What did you do for Squirrel Appreciation Day this year? What about Pretzel 
Day? National Chocolate Cake Day? NOTHING? Well...forget what you know 
about holidays because you have never celebrated like this! Every day is 
cause for celebration! And celebrate we will with games, food, art, outdoor 
play... you name it! (And we just might learn something in the process!) 
There will be lots of cooking, eating, and art in this class, so dress for mess!

Chess Kings & Queens (VF)
Rising K-2 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Kyle Jones
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145
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Chess Kings and Queens provides students the opportunity to learn world 
champion strategies, basic tactical sequences, endgame patterns, and 
tournament rules and regulations. In addition, we will learn about the rich 
history of the game and the stories that have come before us. Each day 
students will participate in their very own tournament to be able to use skills 
and strategies they’ve been taught.

Chess Kings & Queens (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising K-4 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Kyle Jones
Rising 3-5 | Session 9 | Instructor: Kyle Jones
1: Full Day $225  |  No Half +Plus
9: Full Day $280  |  No Half +Plus
Students will meet on Zoom while the instructor screen shares his virtual 
chess board. We will be examining world champion openings, ideas in the 
middle game, end game patterns, tactical motifs and elements. Campers are 
able to use their own boards to follow along, record notes, screenshot notes, 
and/or simply follow along on the virtual board. Additionally, Mr. Jones will 
be pairing the chess learning interface with a private camp room on 
www.lichess.org to allow the students to play against one another in a 
series of live chess action events. 

             

Clay Play! (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 3-5 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Tera Stockdale
Full Day $235  |  No Half +Plus
Have fun playing in the dirt! Clay Play students will create a variety of pieces 
through traditional and experimental techniques. This virtual camp will utilize 
air dry clay and acrylic paints. We’ll examine construction methods and 
get creative with everyday objects and natural items to create texture and 
patterns. Come join us as we put our hands in the mud while learning about 
the history and science of clay!

Comic Creations (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 3-5 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Little Scholars Staff
Full Day $225  |  No Half +Plus
Do you have a knack for drawing? Do you like to write? We have the camp 
for you! Come join us as we explore the world of comics. We will learn about 
the different styles of cartooning, create new characters, and build a portfolio 
of your work.

Cooking Farm-to-Table at Young Chefs Academy
Rising K-4 | Session 9 | Instructor: Young Chefs Academy Staff
Rising 3-8 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Young Chefs Academy Staff
1: Full (9a-4p) $260  |  No Half +Plus
9: Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
Join Young Chefs Academy in this unique camp that takes campers on a 
locally grown culinary adventure out of Columbus Academy and into the 
kitchens at Young Chefs Academy! Campers can expect to get their hands 
dirty and explore the science behind growing, eating and cooking foods that 
you might grow in your own backyard. With the help of the community,

campers will get to know what real farm to table looks like, tastes like and 
how they can be a part of it! Please note students will be walking to and 
from Young Chefs Academy each day, and the distance is approx. 1/2 
mile. Students are required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Craft Extravaganza (VR)
Rising 3-5 | Session 2 | Instructor: Jennifer McGinnis
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185
Craft Extravaganza is a great week of crafting. Students will create a variety 
of projects using many types of media. Some projects will include crayon 
melting, picture frames and painting on canvases. It will be a very fun week 
of crafting and being creative!

Creating Your First iPhone/ iPad Mobile Game (VR)
Rising 3-5 | Session 6 | Instructor: CodeMonster Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
Students will learn how to code and create their own computer games 
and animation on the IOS platform. Instead of playing games on the 
iPad, students can learn how to create their own games by dragging and 
dropping LEGO-style blocks on the screen. This class improves students’ 
critical thinking, logic, and creativity. It teaches children to solve problems 
effectively. Campers will also focus on Algorithm and logic thinking using 
Pseudocoding, explore the advantage of reusable codes using functions, 
and improve their knowledge on technical jargon. No prior knowledge of 
computer programming is required; however, students should know 
how to use touch to navigate around the screen.

Digital Photography with iPhone or iPad
Rising 3-5 | Session 3 | Instructor: Bill Walker
Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
Have fun taking better digital photos! Learn the basics of exposure, lighting, 
shutter speed, depth of field, composition, and contrast. We will take 
portraits, landscapes, panoramas, and documentary images and will explore 
editing in the device. We will also create slideshows with narration and 
explore a bit of step animation. Students are required to bring their own 
iPad or iPhone and purchase two photo apps (under $10 total) after 
the first day of camp. It will be important that students purchase those 
apps on Monday night as we will use them every day. 

Discover Ohio
Rising 2-5 | Session 9
 Instructors: Mike Fatten, Johari Mitchell, & Amanda Vesner
Full (9a-4p) $575  |  No Half +Plus
If you like to explore and have a sense of adventure, this is the camp for 
you! During the week, we will visit places both near and far including Zoar 
Village, Ohio Historical Center and ending the week with Cedar Point. Please 
note locations are subject to change due to COVID-19 stipulations and safety 
protocols, but there will be no shortage of fun and safe adventures. Students 
are required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Discover Ohio Parks
Rising K-5 | Session 1 (T-F)
Instructors: Mike Fatten, Johari Mitchell, & Amanda Vesner
Full (9a-4p) $420  |  No Half +Plus
Come join us for a week of discovering Ohio parks. We will enjoy the 
outdoors as we visit a variety of parks including, but not limited to, Caesar 
Creek and Hopewell Culture National Historical Park. Bring your sense of 
wonder and adventure! Please note park locations are subject to change due 
to COVID-19 stipulations and safety protocols, but there will be no shortage 
of fun and safe adventures. Students are required to pack a nut free 
lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.
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Disney Royalty
Rising K-2 | Session 3 | Instructor: Amy Jackson
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Come explore our magical kingdom! Join us for a magical week as we 
highlight inspiring moments and qualities of several Disney princesses. 
Campers will learn about their own beautiful qualities by learning about their 
favorite Disney ladies from Snow White’s kindness to Belle’s intelligence 
and Tiana’s perseverance. Campers will engage in a variety of crafts and 
activities, sing songs, and even complete a “fairy godmother” service project 
throughout the week. We will round out the week with a celebratory tea party 
on our last day. Our Columbus Academy royalty are encouraged to dress the 
part and are always expected to wear their invisible crown. 

Drawing from Nature (VF)
Rising K-2 | Session 6 | Instructor: Cat Mailloux
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Calling all nature and art enthusiasts! Join this class to learn the basic 
skills of drawing and painting by immersing yourself in nature. Create a 
plant taxonomy and practice drawing like a botanical artist, learn about 
proportions, different types of shading, and develop your eye for detail. 
Learn how to use watercolor and acrylic paint by painting landscapes, using 
texture, perspective, and color theory techniques to make your paintings 
come to life. We will spend most of this class outside utilizing Columbus 
Academy’s 231-acre campus to explore nature through drawing and painting 
first-hand. 

Drone Escape and Rescue
Rising 3-5 | Session 7 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
This camp introduces the enjoyment of flying drones to the real world 
application of learning how to use drones in emergency response situations. 
This is an action-packed and creative program where teams of campers 
(flight squads) face off, taking on both the “rescuer” and the “victim” 
mentality. Throughout the week, campers will participate in fun, yet realistic 
role-playing missions while they attempt to outsmart and out-maneuver 
the opposing team. Flight squads also will work together to conduct mock 
search and rescue challenges - all in a safe and friendly competitive 
environment. Campers will certainly earn their wings, take pride, and gain 
confidence with each assignment. The key will be how well each team 
works together and within their flight squads to conquer the adventures at 
hand. Also included in this program are the innovative Drobots Drone Games 
including challenges and concepts such as Keys to Millions, Spy Drone, 
Drones to the Rescue, Drone Pod-Racing, and more.

Eco-Explorers
Rising 3-5 | Session 6 | Instructor: A Grade Ahead Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  No Half +Plus
Hop in our Jeep or submarine and explore with us! Students will examine 
different ecosystems and how animals behave and interact with one 
another. Through project-based learning and activities, our student-centered 
curriculum will make biology fun and understandable.

Egyptian Dig: Buried Treasure Discovery (VF)
Rising K-2 | Session 6 | Instructor: Funtastic Workshops Staff
Full (9a-4p) $335  |  No Half +Plus
Discover the amazing science of Archaeology as you uncover ancient 
artifacts and learn about Egyptian life. Using tools like professional 
archaeologists use, we will find the following artifacts: a scarab (...what’s 
that?), hieroglyphic tablet, ankh symbol, and a jackal. The artifacts and 
informational booklet are yours to keep. We will wet the sand that we dig into 
and create one of two sand sculptures for display. You can make a pyramid 
as well as a sphinx. Let’s go back in time with a hands-on archaeological 
experience!

Fairy Ways
Rising K-2 | Session 6 | Instructor: Amy Jackson
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Roald Dahl once said “Those who don’t believe in magic will never find it.” 
In this camp, we will focus on finding magic in nature through the eyes of 
the nymphs, pixies, and fairies. Between nature walks, fairy houses, pixie 
crafts, and stories, campers will expand their imagination as they discover 
the natural world around them. We will spend the week exploring Columbus 
Academy’s Outdoor Learning Center and beautiful campus. Students are 
required to wear closed-toe shoes and are encouraged to bring jackets, 
bug spray, and an open imagination.

Galaxy Cooking: May the Food Be with You!
Rising K-2 | Session 6 | Instructor: Young Chefs Academy Staff
Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
We’re traveling to a galaxy far, far away for inspiration for this fun cooking 
camp! We’ll create recipes inspired by Star Wars including Yoda Sodas, Tie 
Fighter Ties, Darth Taters, and Bantha Burgers. There will be a variety of 
crafts and games to encompass a whole lot of fun for this galactic camp!

Getting CRICUT with it!
Rising 3-5 | Session 3 | Instructor: Alisha Porter
Full (9a-4p) $300  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Do you like to create your own fashion? Do you have a design in mind, but 
not sure where to find it? Do you want to make your own t-shirt or stickers? 
Join us and learn how to do just that! Cricut will be provided for students 
to use during camp.

Graphical Robotics Jr. Programming
Rising 3-5 | Session 8 | Instructor: CodeMonster Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
Robotics programming is NOT only for big kids! Younger students can build 
and code a robot as well. In this class, campers will build a simple robotic 
rover with fewer parts and program it with graphical lego-style blocks. 
Students will be able to bring home a fully working robotic rover at the end 
of the week. No prior knowledge of computer programming is required; 
however, students should know how to use the mouse to navigate 
around the screen.

Gym Skills: Hip Hop
Rising 3-5 | Session 7 | Instructor: Gym Skills Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185
Come join Gym Skills for a fun and upbeat hip hop program! Throughout the 
week, students will learn everything from the history of the hip hop culture to 
a variety of dance styles such as breaking, popping/locking, and krumping to 
help with rhythm and coordination. Dancers will perform individually and in 
groups. Students will be taught choreographed routines to be performed in 
the virtual Friday Showcase! 
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Harry Potter’s Care of Magical Creatures
Rising K-2 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Sarah Dove
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
Have you ever found yourself wishing that you could be in the wizarding 
world of Harry Potter? Look no further! In this camp, students will be taking a 
closer look at the Harry Potter books, and the recent Fantastic Beasts films in 
order to learn more about its fantastical creatures and examine other popular 
stories that share similarities with this magical world. Campers will learn 
about magical creature care, and think about how the issues surrounding 
the treatment of magical creatures can also be seen with ordinary animals 
in the world around us. By doing this, campers will be encouraged to explore 
themes such as compassion, bravery, unity, and determination. As we focus 
on specific “creatures-of-the-day”, we will take a look at the books, films, 
crafts, games, and much more that might be found inside the world of Harry 
Potter!

Helping Hands: The Great Bake Sale!
Rising 3-5 | Session 2 | Instructor: Young Chefs Academy Staff
Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
It’s time to bake for a cause! We’ll spend the week preparing for The Great 
Bake Sale featuring sweets like cookies and cakes, along with savory 
surprises. Campers will learn entrepreneurship by designing their own flyers, 
banners, menus, and determining their own prices. A virtual bake sale will be 
held with all proceeds being donated to the Sickle Cell Alliance Foundation 
in care of Young Chefs Academy. We’ll have our cake and eat it too, all while 
giving back to a very worthy cause!

Historical Kids
Rising 3-5 | Session 3 | Instructor: Angela Martin
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Join us as we travel through American history with some of the most beloved 
characters in the American Girl series. We will step back in time and explore 
important periods of our country such as the Civil War, The Great Depression, 
the Civil Rights movement, and more with beloved characters like Kit 
Kittredge, Addy Walker, Melody Ellison, and others. We will make history fun 
as we make crafts and share our own stories of challenge and success. The 
highlight of the week will be the creation of our own story together of an 
American Girl from modern recent time.

Hogwarts Summer Satellite
Rising 3-5 | Session 6 | Instructor: Michelle Schroeder-Lowrey
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
By order of the headmaster of the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 
Wizardry, we are pleased to offer the Hogwarts Summer Satellite School for 
Gifted Muggles. All fundamental OWL pursuits are covered in this intensive 
summer program: Herbology, Care of Magical Creatures, Transfiguration, 
Potions, Divination, and Defense Against Dark Arts. All muggles will learn the 
joys of Quidditch - no previous experience required.

Horse Lovers Camp
Rising 3-5 | Session 1*, 9 | Instructor: Dreams on Horseback Staff
Full (9a-4p) $525  |  No Half +Plus
*Please note this program will hold camp on Monday 6/7 of Session 1
Enjoy all the fun that horse camp has to offer! Learn how to safely work with, 
care for, lead, groom, tack and ride a horse. Riding begins in the enclosed 
riding arenas then the adventure continues on our wooded trails (weather 
permitting). Daily hands-on education includes “fun horse facts” like horse 
breeds, horse markings, horse communication, and tack styles/differences. 
Enjoy creating horse themed keepsake crafts each day. Campers will also 
have the opportunity to participate in child-friendly Equine Assisted Learning 
activities with the horses that feels like fun while they learn more about 
themselves. Camp culminates in a Friday horse show at 2:30 pm where 
campers demonstrate their new skills to family members. This Field of 
Dreams horse camp will be held at the Stepping Stone Stables facility, 
1841 Unbridled Way, Blacklick OH 43004 (in the Stepping Stone housing 
development). Participants will need to be dropped off and picked up 
at this facility each day. Students must wear closed-toe shoes such as 
tennis shoes; no sandals or flip flops. Students are required to pack 
a nut free lunch each day (refrigerator on site) and bring a refillable 
water bottle. Campers may wear shorts, but may also want to bring 
long pants for their ride and a change of clothes is recommended in 
case water play gets exuberant! 

*Helmets are required for riding. If you prefer your child to have their 
own helmet, one can be purchased for $45 from Field of Dreams. Camp 
helmets (disinfected between riders) are available at no charge. No 
unapproved helmets may be used.

This is an off-site program. Columbus Academy is not providing 
transportation.

Hovercraft- Design Your Own Vehicle- Egg Drop Car
Rising 3-5 | Session 7 | Instructor: Funtastic Workshops Staff
Full (9a-4p) $335  |  No Half +Plus
Are you ready to design and build things that you create -- not just a model 
you purchase? Build and keep an air powered Hovercraft. Build and take 
home your own supercar powered by more than one source of energy and 
an awesome Egg Drop Car. Bring your creativity and ingenuity. Throughout 
this workshop, you will learn about Laws of Motion, Energy, Air Pressure, 
Friction, Lift, Speed and Acceleration. You are never too young to learn and 
have fun in a Funtastic, hands-on way.

Inspired to Move
Rising K-2 | Session 8 | Instructor: Inspiration to Movement Staff
Full (9a-4p) $315  |  No Half +Plus
It’s time to get moving! Join the professional dancers of Inspiration to 
Movement Studio on an integrative movement experience like no other. 
Students will develop strength, flexibility, and body awareness while gaining 
experience in how to use these skills expressively to music. They will explore 
these concepts through structured practice and improvisation with traveling 
and stationary movement from ballet, jazz, ballroom, and modern dance, 
which they will then present in the virtual Friday Showcase. Each student will 
receive a limited edition t-shirt with participation.

Junior Drone Pilot Academy
Rising K-2 | Session 3 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
Designed for younger campers with little to no experience flying drones, this 
program fully immerses campers into an exciting narrative and experience. 
The mission: Captain Droby and her crew (campers) are exploring a faraway 
planet to discover new energy resources. The challenge: a colony of 
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mischevious aliens who will do anything to disrupt Captain Droby’s crew. 
To conquer the aliens, campers will use a variety of flying, jumping, and 
rolling drones to navigate their way around the planet and successfully 
make it back to the mothership. Drobots use the safest and most reliable 
drone products on the market for enhanced safety and most of all, fun. 
Campers will learn all of the safety measures as they prepare to learn the 
basics of drone technology before taking to the air. Join us for a week filled 
with excitement, games, and learning. All campers go home with plenty of 
Drobots keepsakes so the memories last long beyond the summer.

Kids Exploratory Coding Playground (VR)
Rising K-2 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: CodeMonster Staff
Full (9a-4p) $360  |  No Half +Plus
You’re never too young to start coding! This course is specially created for 
young children in rising grades K to 2. We are using Scratch Jr. to encourage 
a light and playful environment to create a digital story and simple animation. 
Students will be immersed in their own creation using their own voice and 
giving a sequence of instructions using lego-style blocks. The main objective 
is to let students take control of their creation and gain an understanding of 
how they can alter the behavior and sequence of events (Please note syntax 
or algorithm will not be discussed as this is not the objective of the course). 
This introductory course will empower young children to gain confidence 
in themselves and be aware of human and computer interaction. No prior 
knowledge of computer programming is required; however, students 
should know how to use touch to navigate around the screen.

LEGO STEM Avengers
Rising K-2 | Session 7 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
Explore all the caped crusaders and discover their super powers in this 
action packed LEGO® camp. Create a fantasy world and protect it against all 
the evil arch enemies with custom contraptions made with LEGO® bricks. 
Campers will build the SHIELD Jet, custom secret lairs, and speedy flying 
contraptions. Avengers fans will love this camp as they work in teams to 
defeat Loki!

Let It Go 
Rising K-2 | Session 2 | Instructor: Columbus Children’s Theatre Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  No Half +Plus
The ever-popular Frozen themed camp is back! Students will sing and dance 
to the hit songs from the movies and musical! With the help of characters 
like Anna, Elsa and Kristoff (and Olaf and Sven, of course!), students will 
develop basic acting skills using familiar content and play Frozen themed 
games. What participants won’t know is these activities assist in developing 
confidence related to public speaking and presentation skills for later use.

Little Woodworkers
Rising K-2 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Shaun Ditty
Full (9a-4p) $260  |  No Half +Plus
Students will learn basic woodworking tools and techniques. They will 
construct and paint age-appropriate projects that will be theirs to take home 
at the end of the camp. What should you keep in your toolbox? By the end of 
the week, you will be the expert!

Little Woodworkers: The Next Level
Rising 3-5 | Session 6 | Instructor: Shaun Ditty
Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
This class offers children that have already had some experience with tools 
and woodworking the opportunity to build upon their prior experiences to 
create slightly larger projects. Projects for this class include small wooden 
robot models, a free choice project, as well as a custom size chair built for 
and by them.

Magic with Everyday Objects (VR)
Rising K-2 | Session 2 | Instructor: Carroll Baker
Full (9a-4p) $320  |  No Half +Plus
Children of all ages love magic, and they really love learning and performing 
it! Carroll Baker’s classes are a great way for your child to have fun learning 
to become an amazing magician, performer, and presenter. Beyond the 
entertainment value, magic helps improve digital dexterity, coordination, 
visual perception, spatial relationships, critical thinking, creativity, public 
speaking skills, self-confidence, and imagination. Campers will learn to 
perform fabulous feats of amazing magic with ordinary objects such as 
ropes, coins, rubber bands, and more. Campers will have the opportunity to 
perform in the virtual Friday Showcase.

Mini-Horse Lovers Camp
Rising K-2 | Session 1*, 9 | Instructor: Dreams on Horseback Staff
9:30a-12:00p $295
*Please note this program will hold camp on Monday 6/7 of Session 1 
Younger campers will learn all about our very special horse partners at our 
farm in Blacklick, Ohio. Campers learn how to stay safe around a horse, how 
horses communicate, how to groom a horse, “fun horse facts” and more. 
Campers will also get to paint a horse, make horse treats, take a handler-
led ride each day, and create fun horse themed crafts. A great way for kids 
to explore the equestrian world! Due to the short timeframe of this camp, 
campers will not be allowed to ride a horse independently, regardless of 
experience. This Field of Dreams horse camp will be held at the Dreams 
on Horseback facility located at 1416 Reynoldsburg New Albany Road, 
Blacklick OH 43004. Participants will need to be dropped off and picked 
up at this facility each day. Students must wear closed-toe shoes such 
as tennis shoes; no sandals or flip flops. Please bring a water bottle 
and child may want long pants for their ride. 

*Helmets are required for riding. If you prefer your child to have their 
own helmet, one can be purchased for $45 from Field of Dreams. Camp 
helmets (disinfected between riders) are available at no charge. No 
unapproved helmets may be used.

This is an off-site program. Columbus Academy is not providing 
transportation.

Move and Groove! (VF) (VR)
Rising K-2 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: SoundBody Staff/ Adam Maynard
Full (9a-4p) $255  |  No Half +Plus
What if you could travel the world in one week without even leaving 
Columbus? We can do it, and you can do it too...through music and dance! 
With over 20 years experience, dance and music teacher Adam Maynard of 
SoundBody will guide campers through an interactive experience learning 
songs and dances from around the globe. We’ll stop in Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic for a merengue on the beach, journey to Australia to 
sing about exotic animals and learn about a “billabong,” then travel to Asia 
and create free-feeling pentatonic melodies on instruments. Are you ready to 
set sail?
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Mystical Creature Adventures (VR)
Rising K-2 | Session 7 | Instructor: Little Scholars Staff
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Loch Ness Monster, Bigfoot, Greek Gods and mystical creatures…did we get 
your attention? We are going to fill your days with discoveries about these 
legendary creatures. Not only will you have fun, but you will broaden your 
creative mind and gain critical reasoning skills. This is one adventure you will 
not want to miss!  

Out of This World (VR)
Rising K-2 | Session 3 | Instructor: Little Scholars Staff
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
5, 4, 3, 2, 1 blast off to a galaxy far, far away to learn about Earth and the 
amazing solar system. Discover all things galactic such as comets, planets, 
shooting stars, rockets and more. Learn about flight, the adventures of space 
travel, and participate in a rocket launch!

Pottery Par-tea!
Rising K-2 | Session 7 | Instructor: Cat Mailloux
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
Design and create your own usable tea set out of clay! Learn the basics of 
hand building, firing, and glazing with clay. Students will design and stamp 
their own tablecloth and create a vase with a flower arrangement for our 
big end-of-week tea time party. Each day we will taste different teas (all 
decaffeinated) and learn how some teas can ease an upset tummy or help 
us calm down. This class is a combination of art and tea!

Restaurants, Burger Joints, and Food Trucks! (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 3-5 | Session 9 | Instructor: Laurel Welsh
Full Day $285  |  No Half +Plus
Spend a week with Ms. L and create your own imaginary food truck 
business! We will cover the basics of economics and what it is like to be 
an entrepreneur and start a food truck business. You will be able to create 
your own menu with prices, figure out how much the supplies will cost, and 
create your own 3D model of your food truck! 

Roblox Adventure Racing Games (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 3-5 | Session 9 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full Day $425  |  No Half +Plus
Do you love Roblox and want to learn how to make your own games? In 
this exciting camp, campers will learn the Roblox Studio game creation 
engine and the Lua scripting language, and build exciting professional grade 
games, including Racing games, and Dodgeball games. Students will master 
important coding concepts such as conditionals, loops, and functions, and 
learn a powerful scripting language used by pro developers around the 
world! Throughout the week, campers use the Roblox Studio editor and Lua 
(Roblox programming language) to build their very own Adventure Map. Each 
day will present a new challenge and a key concept, such as conditionals 
and variables. The ultimate goal of this program is to ensure campers are 
having fun while learning new concepts to progress their learning and build 
confidence coding, so they may prepare for the next learning opportunity in 
the future. This program caters to all experience levels.

Roblox Obbies! (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 3-5 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full Day $340  |  No Half +Plus
Together with our expert instructors, campers will explore LUA Script Coding 
and design their very own obstacle course video game. Create your world, 
set your obstacles, design your player, then try to beat your own course! 
Dash, Dodge, and Shimmy your way through Hoops of Fire, LAVA Landings, 
and huge gaps, as you design and navigate the toughest, coolest, most fun 
obstacle course you can dream up! This program caters to all experience 
levels.

Science Palooza (VR)
Rising K-2 | Session 2 | Instructor: Little Scholars Staff
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Come discover, experiment, and create as we learn about the colliding 
worlds of art and science in this STEAM-based camp. We will create biomes 
from around the world, star gaze at constellations, master meteorology, 
investigate how things work and dabble in chemistry and physics. Put on 
your learning cap and grab the art supplies because this STEAM camp will 
rock your world.

Sewing Magical Creatures (VR)
Rising 3-5 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Helma Groot
Full (9a-4p) $250  |  No Half +Plus
Each day we start with a new and exciting project in Sewing Magical 
Creatures camp. You will learn to sew by hand and on the sewing machine, 
make your own stuffed animals, create patterns, and sew on buttons 
(parents will appreciate this skill!). Whether or not you already know how 
to sew, you’ll be able to use your skills to make elves, unicorns, dragons or 
gnomes, capes, magic wands, and more. 

StemQuest Jr: Coasters & Speedsters
Rising K-2 | Session 8 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
Campers who yearn for and have the need for speed are needed to 
participate in this energizing camp program. Teams of campers work 
together during multiple hands-on creative activities to design, build, and 
race rolling objects. Prepare to design and build the tallest, fastest, and 
most durable marble roller coasters, before releasing your marble in super-
speedster fashion down the tracks. Strategize with your teammates and 
devise a plan to have your rolling objects jump over as many towers as 
possible without knocking them over. Get creative and build your very own 
balloon-powered speedster bot and navigate it around and crash it through 
various obstacles. Finally, try your best to conquer and complete the dreaded 
super loop for extra excitement!

StemQuest Mario Kart: Water, Land, & Coaster Racing
Rising 3-5 | Session 3 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
If you like playing Mario Kart on your console then it’s time to get your hands 
off the controller and onto real robots. This is the camp program that brings 
Mario to life! Throughout the week, campers enjoy endless building and 
racing challenges (without a video screen!). Robots on the ground are cool, 
but are you ready to take your ground bot skills into the water? How about 
determining the best way to design and create twists and turns to build the 
fastest coaster? This program provides all the summer fun a camper may 
handle as participants rotate through a variety of thrilling activities. Campers 
dive right into a program that requires teamwork, flexibility and creativity, not 
to mention a hands-on building of structures that include: bridges, beams, 
arches, trusses, and suspension bridges. Campers will use their engineering 
skills in combination with trial and error to construct the fastest marble roller 
coaster, design the most agile waterbot, and develop the most durable land 
rovers.
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Storybook Sewing (VR)
Rising K-2 | Session 2 | Instructor: Helma Groot
Full (9a-4p) $315  |  No Half +Plus
We begin each day with a new storybook and base our sewing projects on 
characters in the story. You will learn to sew by hand, make your own stuffed 
animals, create patterns, and sew on buttons (parents appreciate this skill). 
You’ll use your new skills to make capes, magic wands, pillows, hats, bags, 
doll clothes, and more. We’ll also write our own stories, paint, weave, and 
draw.

Storybook Songs
Rising K-2 | Session 7 | Instructor: Amy Jackson
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Singing and stories and crafts, OH MY! There is no denying that the 
connection between music and literacy is important to early reading and 
musical development. The two grow best when done simultaneously 
rather than apart. In this camp, children will experience their stories sung 
rather than spoken, as well as music-listening activities and crafts that will 
enhance literacy and stretch their imagination. 

Super Sleuths (VR)
Rising 3-5 | Session 6 | Instructor: Little Scholars Staff
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Get out your magnifying glasses and detective hat as we have clues to 
decipher and crimes to solve. We’ll put our critical thinking skills and STEM 
knowledge to the test and get to the bottom of mysteries by learning the 
tricks expert investigators use to solve cases. While experimenting with 
simple detection techniques, your reasoning skills will grow and your 
problem solving skills will become better than CSI agents.

Ukulele Madness: Play and Sing!
Rising 3-5 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Bill Walker
Full (9a-4p) $280  |  No Half +Plus
Join the ukulele craze! We will learn basic chords, melodies, strumming and 
picking patterns, bass lines, and beginning blues lead playing. Song material 
will include traditional folk songs, blues, and contemporary songs in a variety 
of styles. We will learn to coordinate playing and singing at the same time. 
By the end of the week, we will record everything on high quality digital 
recording equipment and produce a CD or online album of all of our work. 
Course fee includes cost of ukulele that students get to take home at 
the end of the week.

Ultimate Drone Obstacle Course
Rising 3-5 | Session 8 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
This action-packed program is specifically designed for both the novice and 
experienced drone enthusiasts. Full of excitement, teamwork, learning, and 
fun, campers enjoy one of the world’s fastest growing sports, Drone Obstacle 
Course Racing. Throughout the week, campers learn about the basic safety 
of drone flying and the history behind drone racing as a sport. As the week 
progresses, campers will advance through various skill challenges, learning 
how to perform assorted exercises and maneuvers to become familiar with 
the drone’s speed and agility. Campers will use iPads and remote controls 
to pitch, yaw and roll their drones through some of Drobots’ most daring 
obstacle courses. Participants will utilize their creative minds to help design 
the obstacle layout and then build the obstacle course in preparation for the 
camp’s final activity and competition. 

Under the Big Top (VF)
Rising K-2 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: JumpBunch Staff
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145
Every child loves the circus! Our JumpBunch circus camp takes your child 
on a fun adventure as we play fitness games and activities you might find 

at a circus. We will use our imagination, as we pretend to train animals, 
tightrope walk, and perform acrobatics. This camp helps build children’s 
gross motor skills, balance, coordination, and agility, while also improving 
their self-esteem and confidence. Come one, come all, to the JumpBunch 
circus camp! Join us for the virtual Friday Showcase where we will share our 
skills from Under the Big Top! Campers should dress to be very active and 
bring a nut free snack and water bottle each day. 

Unicorns and Dragons Oh My!
Rising K-2 | Session 8 | Instructor: Young Chefs Academy Staff
Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
Grab your glitter and sword and join Young Chefs Academy as we fly over 
the rainbow and encounter a magical world of majestic unicorns and 
fire-breathing dragons. Campers will spend the week creating unicorn 
and dragon themed food, treats, and crafts! If your little camper has an 
enchanted imagination, then they won’t want to miss this culinary fairytale 
adventure.

Where in Time are We?
Rising K-2 | Session 2 | Instructor: Amy Jackson
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Summertime got you down? Tired of the same old neighborhood, same old 
camp? Ever consider TIME TRAVEL? Join us on a week-long exploration 
of world history using the latest in time travel technology (created by 
YOU!) Ancient civilizations? We’ve got that. Dark Ages? We’ve got that, too. 
Dinosaurs? (gulp!) Bring your sense of adventure and your imagination! Here 
we go!

Whiz Kids (VR)
Rising 3-5 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Little Scholars Staff
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  No Half +Plus
Join us on a science discovery mission! We will explore the world of science 
through everyday objects, experiments and encounters. This camp will 
enhance the STEM education philosophies with a big punch of fun. Physics, 
biology, chemistry, geology, astronomy and zoology will all be covered in the 
camp.

World of Dance (VF) (VR)
Rising 3-5 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: CLC Dance, LLC/ Chelsea Crabtree
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
Come join us in learning dances from around the world! We will explore a 
variety of dances from different regions. We will dive into the history and 
customs of different cultures and discover how dances around the world are 
created. While learning basic dance etiquette and technique, we will develop 
our appreciation for different cultures. No previous dance experience is 
necessary.

—————
Athletics & Sports Clinics

Artistic Swimming: A Synchronized Swimming Experience
Rising 3-5 | Session 7 | Instructor: Ohio Coralinas Synchro Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185
Swimming, Dance, and Gymnastics - Synchronized Swimming combines all 
three of these great activities into one fun experience! Using games, props, 
and music, we will explore the artistic side of swimming. During the course 
of the week, campers will learn synchronized swimming skills, all while 
putting together a special water show to be shared virtually with family 
and friends! Campers should be able to swim the length of the pool 
(approximately 25 yards) unassisted and be comfortable in the deep 
end.
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Cheerleading at Gym Skills
Rising 1-5 | Session 9 | Instructor: Gym Skills Staff
Full (9a-4p) $365  |  No Half +Plus
Come join Gym Skills for an exciting cheerleading program at our state-of-
the-art facility including a full regulation spring floor, trampolines, foam pit, 
and more! Have fun while learning the moves of high school and college 
cheerleaders. You will learn motions, jumps, chants, cheers, and a dance in 
a non-competitive environment from an instructor who is a former college 
cheerleader and current coach. You will leave camp with a heart full of spirit 
and a head full of memories! Students are required to pack a nut free 
lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Chiller Intro to Ice Skating
Rising K-5 | Session 9 | Instructor: Chiller Staff
Rising 3-8 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Chiller Staff
1: Full (9a-4p) $300  |  No Half +Plus
9: Full (9a-4p) $375  |  No Half +Plus
This camp will introduce your child to ice skating, no experience required! In 
addition, this camp will engage them in fun activities, games, and projects 
related to ice skating. Camp includes at least two hours of ice skating per 
day instructed by our professional skating coaches. Off-ice activities include 
indoor and outdoor games, projects related to skating, as well as guest 
appearances by local experts. Your child will receive a skating evaluation at 
the end of camp. Students are required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Clinics: Boys’ Basketball AM / Boys’ Lacrosse PM
Rising 2-5 | Session 5 (T-F)
Instructors: Jeff Warstler (Basketball) & Neal O’Brien (Lacrosse)
Full (9a-4p) $315 
AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $145 | PM Clinic Only (1:30p-4p) $145
Basketball: The Columbus Academy basketball program will once again 
host its clinic for all boys entering third through eighth grade. We encourage 
participation from young men with positive attitudes who are interested 
in having a great time, improving their skills, and learning more about 
playing this ultimate team game! Through a combination of drills, stations, 
and individual and team games, boys’ head basketball coach Jeff Warstler, 
members of the CA coaching staff, special guest speakers, and players from 
the CA basketball program will teach the basic yet crucial fundamentals 
of basketball, namely ball handling, passing, shooting, and defense. 
Participants are required to bring a nut free snack, water bottle, and 
towel. 

Lacrosse: Learn about the fastest sport on two feet! Lacrosse is America’s 
oldest sport, with roots to Native American tribes dating back to 1100 AD. 
Lacrosse is an OHSAA sanctioned, spring sport, and is among the fastest 
growing, most popular sports in the U.S. This an instructional camp that 
focuses on basic skills, rules of the game, general concepts, and player 
safety. The clinic will be led by the coaches of the Columbus Academy Varsity 
and Middle School programs, along with current Varsity team members and 
guest coaches. It is preferred that players provide their own equipment; 
however, some equipment may possibly be provided if the staff is 
notified in advance, and the equipment is available. Participants are 
required to bring a water bottle.

Clinics: Columbus Crew SC Developmental Soccer AM /
Sports & More Camp PM
Rising K-5 | Session 2
Instructors: Columbus Crew SC Staff (Soccer) / Nic Eader (Sports & More) 
Full (9a-4p) $300  |  AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $180
Columbus Crew SC: Developmental camps focus on player development 
through a core foundation of soccer skills in a challenging and fun learning 

environment. By promoting maximum touches on the ball, incorporating 
professional instruction, teaching challenging new exercises and guiding 
competitive, small-sided games, the Crew SC camp staff will help each 
player broaden their skill set and discover a love for the sport of soccer. A 
wide range of technical training exercises will be incorporated including 
dribbling, passing, receiving, and finishing. Participants are required to 
bring a water bottle.

Sports & More: Welcome to Sports & More camp! We are very excited for a 
summer full of different sports and activities. Campers will be running and 
moving up to four miles a day! Our primary focus and goals for the summer 
will be good sportsmanship, good nutrition, fitness, cooperation, and of 
course, fun! We hope you join us for the BEST SUMMER EVER! This camp 
will be outside as much as the weather permits, so sunscreen, hats, 
and sunglasses are encouraged. Students are required to bring a water 
bottle and wear athletic shoes - no flip flops or sandals.

Clinics: Football AM / Sports & More Camp PM
Rising K-5 | Session 5 (T-F)
Instructors: Brian Stier (Football) & Nic Eader (Sports & More)
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $145
Football: Join Columbus Academy coaches for a week of football 
fundamentals and learn more about how to play the game of football. You 
will learn the proper technique for throwing, catching, and kicking a football, 
as well as the basic skills required to play various offensive and defensive 
positions. Once you have been through this clinic, you will have a better 
understanding of the game of football. Recommended attire is shorts and 
t-shirts. Participants are required to wear athletic shoes and bring a 
water bottle; cleats and mouthpieces are optional.

Sports & More: Welcome to Sports & More camp! We are very excited for a 
summer full of different sports and activities. Campers will be running and 
moving up to four miles a day! Our primary focus and goals for the summer 
will be good sportsmanship, good nutrition, fitness, cooperation, and of 
course, fun! We hope you join us for the BEST SUMMER EVER! This camp 
will be outside as much as the weather permits, so sunscreen, hats, 
and sunglasses are encouraged. Students are required to bring a water 
bottle and wear athletic shoes - no flip flops or sandals.

Clinics: Girls’ Field Hockey AM / Girls’ Basketball PM
Rising 2-5 | Session 4 (M-TH)
Instructors: JoAnne Adams (Field Hockey) & Heather Rakosik (Basketball)
Full (9a-4p) $315 
AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $145 | PM Clinic Only (1:30p-4p) $145
Field Hockey: We are excited to announce that this year’s clinic is back 
at Columbus Academy. We are thrilled to use the beautiful Carlin Fields at 
CA. Be a part of the tradition at Columbus Academy by playing the sport 
of field hockey from State Championship winning coaches and top notch 
players. This clinic is a great way to learn the dynamic sport of field hockey. 
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Clinic sessions are creatively designed for both beginning and intermediate 
players. We strive to teach the hockey basics: dribbling, passing, receiving, 
pulls, dodges, and more for younger players while preparing older girls for 
middle school competition. It doesn’t matter if you are a first year player 
or an experienced middle school veteran, we will help you improve your 
game! We can’t wait to share our love of the game on the turf fields at CA 
this summer. Participants are required to bring a water bottle. If you 
need to purchase equipment, please contact Coach Adams at adamsj@
columbusacademy.org.

Basketball: She shoots, she scores! Be a basketball star at CA. This girls’ 
basketball clinic will involve learning and utilizing fundamental basketball 
skills. Girls will learn and practice ball skills, shooting skills, and basic 
fundamental principles in various drills and game situations. The clinic is 
designed for experienced players to improve on their skills, as well as for 
beginners to learn about the game of basketball. Come on in and see just 
how fun and rewarding basketball can be! Participants are required to 
bring a water bottle.

Clinics: Girls’ Lacrosse AM / Girls’ Volleyball PM
Rising 3-8 | Session 3 | Instructors: Jill Byers (Lacrosse) & TBA (Volleyball)
Full (9a-4p) $390 
AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $180 | PM Clinic Only (1:30p-4p) $180
Girls’ Lacrosse: This clinic is designed to teach the basic technical 
fundamentals of the sport. This game is played with a ball and a stick, so 
campers can expect to learn everything from passing to catching, shooting 
mechanics, cradling drills, various dodging techniques, defensive positioning 
and of course, stick tricks! No previous playing experience is necessary. 
Students are required to bring cleats or turfs, lacrosse stick, goggles, 
mouthpiece, and a water bottle.

Volleyball: Come join the fun with the lifetime sport of volleyball! This is a 
great way to introduce young children to volleyball by using team building 
activities and learning valuable skills. Come check out just how fun volleyball 
can be! In this program, girls will learn how to pass, set, hit, serve, and play 
in group situations. There will be coaches, as well as Columbus Academy 
Upper School players assisting the younger participants. Participants are 
required to bring a water bottle.

Clinics: Soccer AM / Tennis PM
Rising K-5 | Session 3 | Instructor: Ron Leach
Full (9a-4p) $390
AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $180 | PM Clinic Only (1:30p-4p) $180
Soccer: No matter your level of experience in soccer, everyone will take 
home valuable skills from this soccer clinic. Whether you are a beginner and 
want to learn the basics or if you have already played organized soccer, we 
can help take you to the next level. We will focus on the fundamentals of 
soccer, basic individual skills, basic team tactics, instruction on the rules of 
the game, and mini scrimmages. Each day of this clinic will provide a fun 
learning environment about the game of soccer. Participants are required 
to bring a water bottle.

Tennis: Join us for an intensive tennis extravaganza! Tennis is not just 
a country club sport; it is fun for the whole family! You will learn the 
fundamentals of tennis such as stroke production, footwork, strategy, and an 
understanding of the court. Once you have been through this clinic, you will 
have a better understanding of the sport and, hopefully, a true love of tennis. 
Participants are required to bring their own tennis racket and a water 
bottle. If you need to purchase equipment, please contact Coach Leach 
at leachr@columbusacademy.org.

Go for the Gold (VF)
Rising K-2 | Session 2 | Instructor: JumpBunch Staff
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
It’s an Olympic year and it’s time for us to get in on the action! In this highly 
active camp, children will learn and participate in various Olympic sports and 
fitness activities. In addition, coaches will lead fun and enriching activities 
such as vocabulary, geography, history, and sport traditions from around the 
Olympic World. Citius, altius, fortius! Children should dress to be active 
and bring a water bottle.

Gym Skills: Acro & Flex
Rising K-2 | Session 8 | Instructor: Gym Skills Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185
Acrobatic gymnastics combines dance, gymnastics, skills, and 
synchronization. We start at the beginner level and work up with the athlete’s 
confidence. Athletes will also work on increasing flexibility which can help 
with your tumbling, dance skills, and more! Join our Gym Skills coaches and 
learn some fun acrobatic stunts that will show off your flexibility in a safe 
and encouraging environment. 

Gym Skills: Gymnastics
Rising K-2 | Session 6 | Instructor: Gym Skills Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185
Come join Gym Skills Gymnastics for an awesome gymnastics and fitness 
program! Have fun with handstands, cartwheels, backbends, handsprings, 
and more in a non-competitive environment. We will start by warming up 
and stretching to keep our bodies safe, then learn about different kinds 
of balances, use all kinds of equipment, and experiment with springs and 
landings. On Friday, we will visit the Gym Skills facility located in Gahanna! 
Children will work on gymnastics activities such as a trampoline, loose foam 
pit, cargo net, beam, rings, spring floor, and more. Your child will walk out of 
camp feeling like a winner!

History and Sport of Archery
Rising 3-5 | Session 5 (T-F), 6 | Instructor: Charles Brodhead
5: Full (9a-4p) $240  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145
6: Full (9a-4p) $305  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185
Come join us and learn the basic skills and history of Archery. The skill of 
Archery has been used since the dawn of time; first for hunting, then for 
warfare, and in modern times, for sport. Campers will experience first-hand 
one of our oldest sports through daily study, practice, and challenges.

Jedi Camp
Rising 3-5 | Session 2 | Instructor: Royal Arts Fencing Academy Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  No Half +Plus
Now is your chance to be a Jedi or Sith. This Star Wars themed week lets 
you into the world of Star Wars and lightsaber combat. We use safe weapons 
and fencing masks for protection. All equipment is provided and classes are 
taught by professionally trained fencing and martial art coaches. Students 
are required to wear athletic shoes and socks.
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Korean Martial Arts
Rising K-2 | Session 7
Instructor: Koguryo Martial Arts Academy Staff/ Jared Circle
Rising 3-5 | Session 6
Instructor: Koguryo Martial Arts Academy Staff/ Jared Circle
Full (9a-4p) $315  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190
Campers will get a solid foundation and introduction to various martial arts 
systems from Korea including Tang Soo Do, Hap Ki Do, and more! In addition 
to martial arts training, lessons on Korean culture, history, geography, and 
language will be a part of the course. All participants will receive a uniform 
and will be given the option to demonstrate what they have learned in the 
virtual Friday Showcase, including board breaking! Students should bring 
a water bottle, nut-free snacks, and shoes that are easy-on-easy-off as 
we train traditional style, in our bare feet. Course fee includes cost of 
uniform.

Korean Martial Arts at KMA Academy
Rising K-4 | Session 9
Instructor: Koguryo Martial Arts Academy Staff/ Jared Circle
Full (9a-4p) $365  |  No Half +Plus
Campers will get a solid foundation and introduction to various martial arts 
systems from Korea including Tang Soo Do, Hap Ki Do, and more! In addition 
to martial arts training, lessons on Korean culture, history, geography, and 
language will be a part of the course. All participants will receive a uniform 
and will be given the option to demonstrate what they have learned in the 
virtual Friday Showcase, including board breaking! Students are required 
to pack a nut free lunch each day. Students should bring a water bottle 
and wear shoes that are easy-on-easy-off as we train traditional style, 
in our bare feet. Course fee includes cost of uniform.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Learn to Sail 
Rising 2-5 | Session 6, 9 | Instructor: Hoover Sailing Club Staff
Full (9a-4p) $365  |  No Half +Plus
Hoover Sailing Club has offered sailing instruction for Central Ohio youth 
for over 45 years. Your child will experience the joy of skippering a dinghy 
from our fleet during his or her very first lesson. Our experienced US Sailing 
certified staff will teach basic safety and boat skills. Your child will learn 
to sail up-wind, down-wind, tack, jibe, and recover from a capsize. Our 
picturesque property and remodeled facilities will provide your youngster 
with a week he or she will remember for years to come. Students are 
required to pack a peanut and tree nut free lunch, and bring your own 
USCG approved life jacket. Sailing is a very physical activity; occasional 
bumps and bruises can occur. Please advise your child’s counselor if 
there are any issues of which we might need to be aware. A Hoover 
Sailing Club release form is also required for every participant and will 
be distributed via email before camp begins.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Nerf It Up!
Rising 3-5 | Session 7, 8 | Instructor: JumpBunch Staff
Full (9a-4p) $430  |  No Half +Plus
The Nerf Bodacious factor is off the charts during this camp. Think you can’t 

get enough Nerf? This is the camp for you. We’ll be battling until you drop! 
We only stop for water and to change teams. We play single elimination, 
capture the flag, Star Wars, the Hunger Games and more! You will have a 
blast! Course fee includes all Nerf gear that students get to take home 
at the end of the week.

Olympic Fencing at Royal Arts Academy
Rising 3-5 | Session 1 (T-F), 9 | Instructor: Royal Arts Fencing Academy Staff
1: Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
9: Full (9a-4p) $365  |  No Half +Plus
Have you ever wanted to be Zorro, d’Artagnan, the Dread Pirate Roberts, 
Captain Jack Sparrow, Robin Hood, or a Jedi Knight? Learn the noble art of 
fencing, including information about swords, moves, competitions, and future 
opportunities for Fencing Sport Scholarships. This course is specially created 
for participants of all fencing and athletic levels. On Friday, the students will 
participate in a real fencing tournament! Fencing equipment is provided. 
Students are required to wear athletic shoes and socks and pack a nut 
free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Skateboarding
Rising K-2 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Chris Higgins
Rising 3-5 | Session 3 | Instructor: Chris Higgins
3: Full (9a-4p) $320  |  No Half +Plus
4: Full (9a-4p) $255  |  No Half +Plus
Come join us and learn the basics and more of skateboarding, one of the 
fastest growing sports in the world. While we will cover safety, equipment, 
and skateboarding etiquette, the emphasis will be on having fun and learning 
by spending as much time on our boards as possible. It doesn’t matter if you 
are a first-time skater or a more experienced rider, this program will have 
something for everyone. Field trips to area skateparks will round out this 
exciting program. Skaters are required to wear a helmet and bring their 
own skateboards; knee pads and elbow pads are recommended.

Skateboarding Skatepark Road Trip Camp
Rising 3-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: Chris Higgins
Full (9a-4p) $475  |  No Half +Plus
Come join Chris Higgins and crew as we hit the road to skateboard at some 
of Columbus and Central Ohio’s best skateparks! Skaters of all ages and skill 
levels will learn and have fun as we work on skating on all different types 
of skateparks and terrain. Camp will meet at Columbus Academy every day 
before we set off on an epic road trip to a different skatepark. Please note 
locations are subject to change due to COVID-19 stipulations and safety 
protocols, but there will be no shortage of fun and safe adventures. Students 
are required to pack a nut free lunch each day. Skaters are required to 
wear a helmet and bring their own skateboards; knee pads and elbow 
pads are recommended.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Superhero Training (VF)
Rising K-2 | Session 8 | Instructor: JumpBunch Staff
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
This camp is all about training to be your favorite superhero! To be a 
superhero means having strength, agility, balance, and speed. We focus on 
learning special superhero training skills through fun games and activities 
such as “jumping over hot lava,” “dodging fireballs,” “lightsaber training,” 
“scooter flying,” “ghostbuster tag,” and so many more! Being a superhero 
also means having compassion for society, a kind heart, and a willingness to 
do good and help others. These are qualities we discuss and talk about with 
our campers. This camp really encourages campers to be a superhero in 
everyday life! Campers should dress to be very active and bring a water 
bottle.
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VIRTUAL VIDEO TOURS!

Are you curious how our new policies and 
procedures will be implemented? Virtual Video 

Tours are available on our website! From carpool-
style drop-off/pick-up to lunch and other safety 

protocols, you can find it all by visiting:

www.columbusacademy.org/summer

—————
Swimming Lessons

Greater Columbus Swim School
Rising K-8 | Session 2-8
Instructor: Greater Columbus Swim Team of Ohio (GCSTO)
8a-9a and/ or 4p-5p  $80/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $65/ week)
The Greater Columbus Swim Team of Ohio teaches Columbus Academy 
instructional swim lessons in a fun, yet challenging atmosphere with lessons 
taking place at Columbus Academy Pool on campus. The pool depth ranges 
from 3ft – 10ft. Participants are observed and placed in appropriate levels 
according to their current skill level and will engage in the fundamentals of 
swimming most appropriate for their ability. Swimmers will be consistently 
monitored for skill acquisition in order to ensure that they are continually 
challenged in the pool as their skill level increases. Beginning swimmers will 
learn the most basic skills needed to become self-sufficient in the water, 
while swimmers with slightly more advanced skills will be progressed through 
a series of eight levels, focusing on the proficient acquisition of all four of 
the competitive swimming strokes (those used in the sport of swimming). 
Participants will receive a skills accomplishment report at the end of each 
weekly session. Swimmers will have a great time, will be challenged, and 
will learn valuable skills. This program can be added to any week’s 
programming. There is a maximum of 15 children per time slot and 
spaces fill quickly.

Division Color Drop-off/Pick-up Location
Drop-off Time 
Last Name A-M

Drop-off Time
Last Name N-Z

Pick-up Time 
Last Name A-M

Pick-up Time 
Last Name N-Z

Pre-K YELLOW Academy Hall Bus Circle 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Lower School GREEN Lower School Main Entrance 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Middle/Upper School BLUE Middle School Circle 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Additional Notes: Half +Plus pick-up (all divisions) will be at 1:30pm in their respective locations.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Summer Experience Office ....................614-509-2267
Director, Alyssa King..............................614-509-2529
Program Coordinator .............................614-580-1849
Sr. Counselor Coordinator ......................614-653-3117
After Care..............................................614-509-2240
Camp Nurse ..........................................614-496-9591
Email .....Summer_Experience@columbusacademy.org
Director’s Email .............KingA@columbusacademy.org
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Session 1  June 8-11 (no camp June 7)

Program Grades        Full Day    Half +Plus

Academics Storybook Summer (Virtual Only) 3-5 Full Day $225 No Half +Plus

Summer Camp-IN (Virtual Only) K-2 Full Day $225 No Half +Plus

Arts & Sciences Adventurous Explorers…On the Move 1-5 Full (9a-4p) $440 No Half +Plus

Chess Kings & Queens (Virtual Only) K-4 Full Day $225 No Half +Plus

Clay Play! (Virtual Only) 3-5 Full Day $235 No Half +Plus

Comic Creations (Virtual Only) 3-5 Full Day $225 No Half +Plus

Cooking Farm-to-Table at Young Chefs Academy 3-8 Full (9a-4p) $260 No Half +Plus

Discover Ohio Parks K-5 Full (9a-4p) $420 No Half +Plus

Horse Lovers Camp 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $525  No Half +Plus

Mini-Horse Lovers Camp K-2 9:30a-12p $295

Roblox Obbies! (Virtual Only) 3-5 Full Day $340 No Half +Plus

Athletics Chiller Intro to Ice Skating 3-8 Full (9a-4p) $300 No Half +Plus

Olympic Fencing at Royal Arts Academy 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

LOWER SCHOOL AT-A-GLANCE

Session 2  June 14-18

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Seuss in the Summer K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Arts & Sciences Adventurous Explorers 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $450 No Half +Plus

Celebrate Everything 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Craft Extravaganza 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $310 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185

Helping Hands: The Great Bake Sale! 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Let It Go K-2 Full (9a-4p) $310 No Half +Plus

Magic with Everyday Objects K-2 Full (9a-4p) $320 No Half +Plus

Science Palooza K-2 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Storybook Sewing K-2 Full (9a-4p) $315 No Half +Plus

Where in Time are We? K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Athletics Clinics: Columbus Crew SC AM / Sports & More Camp PM K-5 Full (9a-4p) $300 Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $180

Go for the Gold K-2 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Jedi Camp 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $310 No Half +Plus

Session 3  June 21-25

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Spanish Discovery K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Arts & Sciences Be a Designer 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $315 No Half +Plus

Camp Invention® 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $335 No Half +Plus

Camp Invention® K-2 Full (9a-4p) $335 No Half +Plus

Digital Photography with iPhone or iPad 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Disney Royalty K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Getting CRICUT with it! 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $300 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Historical Kids 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Junior Drone Pilot Academy K-2 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Out of This World K-2 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Athletics StemQuest Mario Kart: Water, Land, & Coaster Racing 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Clinics: Girls' Lacrosse AM / Girls' Volleyball PM 3-8 Full (9a-4p) $390 Clinic Only (AM or PM) $180

Clinics: Soccer AM / Tennis PM K-5 Full (9a-4p) $390 Clinic Only (AM or PM) $180

Skateboarding 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $320 No Half +Plus

Summer Experience registration is available online only. 
This form is simply a guide to showcase each camp in a weekly schedule format to assist in the planning process.

Swimming Lessons are available Sessions 2-8 from 8a-9a and/ or 4p-5p for $80/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $65/ week)
After Care is available Sessions 2-8 for $97.50/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $78/ week)
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Session 4  June 28-July 1 (no camp July 2)

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics If You Give a Child a Book K-2 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Arts & Sciences Art and Nature 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $240 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145

Broadway Bootcamp 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $250 No Half +Plus

Carnival Cooking and Fun! K-2 Full (9a-4p) $260 No Half +Plus

Chess Kings & Queens K-2 Full (9a-4p) $240 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145

Harry Potter’s Care of Magical Creatures K-2 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Move and Groove! K-2 Full (9a-4p) $255 No Half +Plus

Sewing Magical Creatures 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $250 No Half +Plus

Ukulele Madness: Play and Sing! 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $280 No Half +Plus

World of Dance 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Athletics Clinics: Girls' Field Hockey AM / Girls' Basketball PM 2-5 Full (9a-4p) $315 Clinic Only (AM or PM) $145

Skateboarding K-2 Full (9a-4p) $255 No Half +Plus

Session 5  July 6-9 (no camp July 5)

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics FUNdamentally Social! 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Arts & Sciences Adventurous Explorers K-2 Full (9a-4p) $360 No Half +Plus

All About Ag(riculture) 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $230 No Half +Plus

Around the World K-2 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Bucket Drumming 101 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Kids Exploratory Coding Playground K-2 Full (9a-4p) $360 No Half +Plus

Little Woodworkers K-2 Full (9a-4p) $260 No Half +Plus

Under the Big Top K-2 Full (9a-4p) $240 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145

Whiz Kids 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $240 No Half +Plus

Athletics Clinics: Boys' Basketball AM / Boys' Lacrosse PM 2-5 Full (9a-4p) $315 Clinic Only (AM or PM) $145

Clinics: Football AM / Sports & More Camp PM K-5 Full (9a-4p) $240 Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $145

History and Sport of Archery 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $240 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145

Session 6  July 12-16

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Spanish Discovery 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Arts & Sciences Building and Exploring with STEM K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Creating Your First iPhone/ iPad Mobile Game 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Drawing from Nature K-2 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Eco-Explorers 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $310 No Half +Plus

Egyptian Dig: Buried Treasure Discovery K-2 Full (9a-4p) $335 No Half +Plus

Fairy Ways K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Galaxy Cooking: May the Food Be with You! K-2 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Hogwarts Summer Satellite 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Little Woodworkers: The Next Level 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Super Sleuths 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Athletics Gym Skills: Gymnastics K-2 Full (9a-4p) $310 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185

History and Sport of Archery 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $305 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185

Korean Martial Arts 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $315 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190

Learn to Sail 2-5 Full (9a-4p) $365 No Half +Plus

Swimming Lessons are available Sessions 2-8 from 8a-9a and/ or 4p-5p for $80/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $65/ week)
After Care is available Sessions 2-8 for $97.50/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $78/ week)
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Session 7  July 19-23

Program Full Day Half +Plus

Academics FUNdamentally Social! K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Arts & Sciences Beginning Acoustic Guitar: Play and Sing! 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Building and Exploring with STEM K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Drone Escape and Rescue 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Gym Skills: Hip Hop 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $310 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185

Hovercraft- Design Your Own Vehicle- Egg Drop Car 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $335 No Half +Plus

LEGO STEM Avengers K-2 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Mystical Creature Adventures K-2 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Pottery Par-tea! K-2 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Storybook Songs K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Athletics Artistic Swimming: A Synchronized Swimming Experience 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $310 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185

Korean Martial Arts K-2 Full (9a-4p) $315 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190

Nerf It Up! 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $430 No Half +Plus

Session 8  July 26-30

Program Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Keyboarding 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

MathVenture 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $310 No Half +Plus

Ready for K! K Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Arts & Sciences A World of Color 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

All Things Disney K-2 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Amateur Animators 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Graphical Robotics Jr. Programming 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Inspired to Move K-2 Full (9a-4p) $315 No Half +Plus

StemQuest Jr: Coasters & Speedsters K-2 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Ultimate Drone Obstacle Course 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Unicorns and Dragons Oh My! K-2 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Athletics Gym Skills: Acro & Flex K-2 Full (9a-4p) $310 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185

Nerf It Up! 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $430 No Half +Plus

Superhero Training K-2 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Session 9  August 2-6

Program Grades        Full Day   Half +Plus

Academics Storybook Summer (Virtual Only) 3-5 Full Day $280 No Half +Plus

Summer Camp-IN (Virtual Only) K-2 Full Day $280 No Half +Plus

Arts & Sciences Chess Kings & Queens (Virtual Only) 3-5 Full Day $280 No Half +Plus

Cooking Farm-to-Table at Young Chefs Academy K-4 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Discover Ohio 2-5 Full (9a-4p) $575 No Half +Plus

Horse Lovers Camp 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $525  No Half +Plus

Mini-Horse Lovers Camp K-2 9:30a-12p $295

Restaurants, Burger Joints, and Food Trucks! (Virtual Only) 3-5 Full Day $285 No Half +Plus

Roblox Adventure Racing Games (Virtual Only) 3-5 Full Day $425 No Half +Plus

Athletics Cheerleading at Gym Skills 1-5 Full (9a-4p) $365 No Half +Plus

Chiller Intro to Ice Skating K-5 Full (9a-4p) $375 No Half +Plus

Korean Martial Arts at KMA Academy K-4 Full (9a-4p) $365 No Half +Plus

Learn to Sail 2-5 Full (9a-4p) $365 No Half +Plus

Olympic Fencing at Royal Arts Academy 3-5 Full (9a-4p) $365 No Half +Plus

Skateboarding Skatepark Road Trip Camp 3-9 Full (9a-4p) $475 No Half +Plus

Swimming Lessons are available Sessions 2-8 from 8a-9a and/ or 4p-5p for $80/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $65/ week)
After Care is available Sessions 2-8 for $97.50/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $78/ week)
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LOWER SCHOOL PLANNING TOOL

Session Dates Program Title

Session 1: June 8-11 (no camp July 7) 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 2: June 14-18 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 3: June 21-25 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 4: June 28-July 1 (no camp July 2) 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 5: July 6-9 (no camp July 5) 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 6: July 12-16 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 7: July 19-23 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 8: July 26-30 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 9: August 2-6 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

This page is designed to be a planning tool to help you select camps in preparation for online registration. With smaller class sizes, we anticipate camps will fill 
quickly. We recommend completing this form before registration opens to ensure you have back up choices in the event your first choice camps are full.
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Virtual Class Coding System (see full descriptions on page 2)  (VR) Virtual Ready  (VF) Virtual Friendly  (VO) Virtual Only

MIDDLE SCHOOL SUMMER EXPERIENCE
Programs are in alphabetical order and categorized by Academics, Arts & 
Sciences, and Athletics programming. Please note: “rising” indicates the 
grade your child will be entering in the 2021-2022 school year. 

It is required for each child to bring a water bottle as water fountains will 
be closed. Any other requirements are listed within the course description. 
Please also read the General Information section on pages 2-5.

—————
Academics
FUNdamentally Social! (VF) (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 2 | Instructor: Alisha Porter
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Come join us and learn the basics and more of what it takes to have a 
great SOCIAL experience. Do you enjoy playing games? Working as a team? 
Doing team-building activities? Then this is the class for you! We work on 
all of these skills while creating memories and having FUN learning the 
FUNdamentals of LIFE!

Future Entrepreneurs (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Little Scholars Staff
Full (9a-4p) $270  |  No Half +Plus
Are you a natural born leader? Do you want to experience the thrills of 
creating a ‘company’? Don’t miss out on this camp where you will create 
and share handmade products at Future Entrepreneurs’ shark tank style 
expo. This camp will dabble in the world of stocks and current events as they 
relate to businesses.

Grades Plus Game
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: Francwau DuBose
Full (9a-4p) $315  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190
Come out and have fun with the Grades Plus Game program which is an 
innovative math and science program designed to integrate academics and 
physical education through sports and cooperative games!

Graphic Novels History and Evolution (VF) (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 7 | Instructor: Amanda Vesner
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
What are graphic novels and why are they so popular? During the week, 
we will discuss the history and evolution of graphic novels by reading 
many popular ones, watching parts of movie adaptations, and a trip to the 
Laughing Ogre. You will choose a graphic novel that you find interesting to 
complete a research project to present at the end of the week.

Public Speaking 101
Rising 6-9 | Session 8 | Instructor: Angela Martin
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
Students are given the opportunity to learn the basics of presentation and 

speech in a safe, supportive setting. Learn the various types of speeches 
and deliver well constructed, thought out presentations throughout the week. 
Campers will build confidence in front of a group and feel prepared to deliver 
crowd rousing speeches of all types including persuasive, informational, 
motivational, entertaining, and explanatory.  

Study Skills
Rising 6-9 | Session 3 | Instructor: TBA
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Do you know what kind of learner you are or how your brain works? 
Regardless of subject matter, there is information you need to know about 
yourself and skills to be successful in school. This course will give you some 
tips, tricks, and ideas to help you use your time more wisely and efficiently. 
Note taking, organization, test preparation, memorization techniques, and 
time management – these are just some of the topics we will discuss in this 
course. So, are you ready for the challenges of the upcoming school year?

Study Skills (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 6-9 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Colleen Vaughan
Full Day $225  |  No Half +Plus
Do you know what kind of learner you are or how your brain works? 
Regardless of subject matter, there is information you need to know about 
yourself and skills to be successful in school. This course will give you some 
tips, tricks, and ideas to help you use your time more wisely and efficiently. 
Note taking, organization, test preparation, memorization techniques, and 
time management – these are just some of the topics we will discuss in this 
course. So, are you ready for the challenges of the upcoming school year?

Study Skills (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 6-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: Little Scholars Staff
Full Day $280  |  No Half +Plus
“Be sure to study for the test on Friday!” What does that REALLY mean? 
Students often need more guidance than they get in the classroom as they 
navigate the road of study skills. As your child becomes more independent, 
we will provide them with the strategies that are most compatible with 
their learning style to get them organized, taking good notes and studying 
effectively.

Writing in Nature (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Colleen Vaughan
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
Come join us in learning how to draw inspiration from nature. We will learn 
to observe the world around us and take what we see and apply it to our 
writing. We will learn how to write poetry, short stories, non-fiction, and 
more. We will spend time outside and learn from our experiences in nature. 

—————
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences classes require dress for mess attire.

Act Out Theater Camp
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: Columbus Children’s Theatre Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  No Half +Plus
In Act Out Theater Camp, students will learn how to have strong stage 
presence, great reading skills, improvisation skills, and character 
development. Students will immerse themselves in fun theatre games, 
concentration games, and interactive warm up activities. Students should 
wear comfortable clothing and closed-toe shoes appropriate for moving 
and dancing. No sandals or flip flops please.
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Adventure & Survival Camp
Rising 6-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: Lindy Newman
Full (9a-4p) $550  |  No Half +Plus
What do you get when you combine experiential learning, adventure, and 
fun? Adventure & Survival Camp, of course! Join us as we travel off-site 
each day for a week of hiking, canoeing, rock climbing, orienteering, outdoor 
exploration, and more. Students will build resilience and confidence as they 
interact with the outdoors, learn survival techniques, and make memories! 
Students are required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Amateur Animators
Rising 6-9 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Cat Mailloux
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145
How are your favorite Pixar or Disney movies made? Do you have a knack 
for playing on iPads and iPhones? Come join us to demystify the movie 
making process and harness modern technology to learn how to make your 
own animations using basic stop-motion construction techniques. Explore 
drawing, flip books, building with clay, and storytelling in this crash course 
on making things move. Celebrate at the end of the week in a virtual film 
festival of animated shorts showcasing your creative and quirky animations. 

Architectural Imagination (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Javoné Williams
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  No Half +Plus
The study of architecture allows us to see a representation of culture. This 
course will teach the elements of art including line, shape, form, texture, and 
color in a drawing. Students will also study the elements of architecture and 
learn to identify those elements and their relationship to the surrounding 
landscape. By the end of the week, students will draw a famous building in 
perspective using all of the elements they have learned and adding cultural 
details to round out the experience.

Arduino Robotics Programming 
Rising 6-9 | Session 3 | Instructor: CodeMonster Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
Let’s build a working robot that students can bring home at the end of 
the camp, and let’s program the robot intuitively using real programming 
language. This one-of-a-kind course teaches children robotic programming 
using a unique approach. We first introduce and discuss all the components 
needed for the robot build before actually building it. Once the robot is 
completed, we will program or give intelligence to the robot. This engaging 
robotics class provides a fun learning experience for students who love to 
build and code. We will use an open sourced platform for our robotic building 
and c++ for coding. No prior knowledge of robotic programming is 
required for this course. Some form of coding like Scratch or equivalent 
is preferred.

Aromatherapy 101 (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 6-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: Tera Stockdale
Full Day $290  |  No Half +Plus
Do you love different scents, how they make you feel, and the nostalgia they 
bring? If so, this camp is for you! We will spend our week learning about the 
benefits of aromatherapy and how to create luxury and therapeutic products 
using natural elements. We will learn about the different properties and notes 

of the scents and how to use them in creating candles, mists, skin+body 
care, bath/soaking salts, and natural air fresheners. Campers will leave 
smelling better than ever with lots of goodies to share.

Artistic Jewelry Making (VF) (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 8 | Instructor: Rachelle Smith
Full (9a-4p) $300  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Design and create your own jewelry pieces in this creative camp for aspiring 
designers and crafters. Campers will make one-of-a-kind jewelry pieces, 
including bracelets, necklaces and earrings. This camp will conclude with 
an online jewelry boutique where campers can showcase and sell their 
handmade jewelry. 

Be a Junior Counselor
Rising 8-11 | Session 1-9 | Instructor: Jr. Counselor Coordinators
Full (9a-4p) $105/ week (Sessions 1, 4, & 5: $85/ week)
Join our dynamic team this summer and put experience on your resume. 
This opportunity is a hands-on volunteer leadership experience for any 
student going into eighth through eleventh grade. Duties of a junior counselor 
include helping with camp activities, supporting a senior counselor, escorting 
campers, helping with check-in and snack time, and having fun in the sun 
at Columbus Academy. If you have not had a job before, this program will 
give you the experience you will need to succeed in your next opportunity 
and will give you leadership skills that will follow you the rest of your life. 
By becoming a part of our team, you will have fun, make friends, and learn 
valuable skills. Each participant will receive a certificate of completion and 
a review to put in his or her job portfolio. Students and a parent/guardian 
are required to attend a mandatory virtual orientation (date and time 
TBA). In addition, individual meetings will also be scheduled with Jr. 
Counselor Coordinators. This program is limited to six participants per 
week, and spaces fill quickly.

Camp Pinterest (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 7 | Instructor: Colleen Vaughan
Full (9a-4p) $315  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190
Camp Pinterest is a week of crafting using inspiration from Pinterest. 
Students will create a variety of projects using many types of media. 
Some projects will include crayon melting, wood string art, and painting 
on canvases. Students will also have the opportunity to find a project on 
Pinterest they would like to create, and we will take a field trip to a local craft 
store where students will be able to find materials for their project. It will be 
a very fun week of crafting and being creative!

Chess Masters (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: Kyle Jones
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Chess Masters provides students with the most advanced curriculum to 
prepare them for tournament play. Students will be given the necessary 
tools to be able to create reasonable plans in complex positions. Campers 
will learn advanced tactical themes. Each day students will participate in our 
very own tournament to put their strategies to the test.

Comedy Magic (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Carroll Baker
Full (9a-4p) $255  |  No Half +Plus
Students love magic, and they really love learning and performing it! Carroll 
Baker’s classes are a great way for your child to have fun learning to become 
an amazing magician, performer, and presenter. Beyond the entertainment 
value, magic helps improve digital dexterity, coordination, visual perception, 
spatial relationships, critical thinking, creativity, public speaking skills, self-
confidence, and imagination. This class will focus on fun and easy magic, 
comedy styles and how to incorporate them into a show. Campers will have 
the opportunity to perform in the virtual Friday Showcase. 
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Cooking Farm-to-Table at Young Chefs Academy
Rising 3-8 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Young Chefs Academy Staff
Full (9a-4p) $260  |  No Half +Plus
Join Young Chefs Academy in this unique camp that takes campers on a 
locally grown culinary adventure out of Columbus Academy and into the 
kitchens at Young Chefs Academy! Campers can expect to get their hands 
dirty and explore the science behind growing, eating and cooking foods 
that you might grow in your own backyard. With the help of the community, 
campers will get to know what real farm to table looks like, tastes like and 
how they can be a part of it! Please note students will be walking to and 
from Young Chefs Academy each day, and the distance is approx. 1/2 
mile. Students are required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Creative Engineering (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 2 | Instructor: Funtastic Workshops Staff
Full (9a-4p) $335  |  No Half +Plus
Work with an advanced three dimensional construction kit that is yours 
to keep and take home. Design and build simple or complex models of a 
vehicle, a robot, moving creatures, or buildings. You will also get your own 
3-volt geared motor. Learn the many ways you can make your motor run. 
Hands-on is the only way, so prepare to build from directions and from your 
own imagination!

Dancing with the CA Stars (VF) (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 2 | Instructor: SoundBody Staff/ Adam Maynard
Full (9a-4p) $315  |  No Half +Plus
Want to dance like the stars on TV? From the drama of the tango to the 
energy of the jive, ballroom and Latin dancing have taken the country by 
storm as millions tune in every week to see their favorite stars go head-to-
head and toe-to-toe. During this energy-packed week, students will learn the 
steps, rhythms, and techniques of some of the most popular dances as seen 
on TV. Taught by a current professional ballroom dancer, this camp will also 
help to develop the presentation skills, partnering, and confidence necessary 
to be a champion. At the end of the week, students will present a Dancing 
with the Stars style formation on stage during the virtual Friday Showcase. 
Whether your desire is to compete and perform or just gain confidence and 
coordination, this camp is for the dancer in you!

Discover Ohio
Rising 6-9 | Session 9
Instructors: Mike Fatten, Johari Mitchell, & Amanda Vesner
Full (9a-4p) $575  |  No Half +Plus
If you like to explore and have a sense of adventure, this is the camp for 
you! During the week, we will visit places both near and far including Zoar 
Village, Ohio Historical Center and ending the week with Cedar Point. Please 
note locations are subject to change due to COVID-19 stipulations and safety 
protocols, but there will be no shortage of fun and safe adventures. Students 
are required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Engineering and Problem Solving with Woodworking
Rising 6-9 | Session 8 | Instructor: Shaun Ditty
Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
Throughout the week, students will have the opportunity to learn about a 
variety of famous and influential designers and architects. Students will 
be given design challenges to overcome, asked to think critically and plan 
ahead, and ultimately work together to create life-size boats by the end of 
the week. In addition to boat creation, students will work on creating detailed 
multi-step building plans, 3 view project drawings, work on a free choice 
project, and build a modern chair to take home. Previous woodworking 
experience is not necessary, but certainly welcome.

Fashion Design into Home Décor
Rising 6-9 | Session 3 | Instructor: Javoné Williams
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
This course aims to provide basic knowledge and techniques of the 
processes involved in fashion design. From ideation to digital sketching, 
students will create a t-shirt design for print. Students will also learn 
techniques that can be used to create home décor. Decorate yourself and 
home using the tools you gain from this class where you are the designer!

Fun with Photography
Rising 6-9 | Session 2, 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Genevieve Adkins
2: Full (9a-4p) $285  |  No Half +Plus
5: Full (9a-4p) $230  |  No Half +Plus
This class is ideal for anyone wanting to learn about photography in a fun 
way. Students will learn basic photography techniques and apply them in 
the field. We will explore the techniques of color, light and shadow, lines, the 
rule of thirds and positive and negative space. We will practice these skills 
around the Columbus Academy campus and use them to complete various 
projects. Our images will then be presented in a virtual gallery at the end 
of the week. Students are required to bring a basic digital camera (the 
more options on the camera the better, but a basic point-and-shoot will 
work fine as well).

Fundamentals of Painting (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 6-9 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Emma Kindall
Full Day $235  |  No Half +Plus
Join us in learning how to turn a blank canvas into an expressive painting! 
We will explore painting still lifes, landscapes, animals, and characters. 
By the end of this camp, students will learn how to successfully apply 
techniques related to proportion, lighting, texture, and color theory to their 
paintings. This class is great for any skill level; beginners can build up their 
basic understanding of technical skills, while more experienced artists are 
given freedom to design their own unique imagery. 

iDesign: Engineering in a Makerspace
Rising 6-9 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Todd Martin
Full (9a-4p) $250  |  No Half +Plus
Explore all that a Makerspace has to offer with this engaging engineering 
experience. Participants will apply the engineering design process as they 
create and make products using 3D printers, CNC, a laser cutter, mold 
making and more. Students will also have a chance to create prototypes 
with a wide range of materials including vinyl, foam and wood. Each day 
will include CAD design, electronics and robotics challenges. No prior 
engineering or design experience required. Let’s make something!

Introduction to Social Media
Rising 6-9 | Session 7 | Instructor: Javoné Williams
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
Do you dream of being a streamer? Do you want to learn to become a 
content creator? This class is an introduction to the production side of 
social media. Students will learn the process of storyboarding, photo and 
video editing. At the end of this course, students will know how to build and 
maintain social media responsibly. 
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Kids Creative Programming with Python (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: CodeMonster Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
This course is designed for students that have done some level of 
programming like Scratch and are ready to move on to the next level. We 
will introduce Python’s basic programming constructs to campers as well 
as simple graphic drawing using the Turtle module. Simple data types and 
structures will be introduced and code organization using functions. We will 
take a shallow dive into Object Oriented programming concepts and explore 
how Object Oriented concepts can be used and applied in the real world. 
Prior graphical coding experience such as Scratch or equivalent is 
preferred.

Life Drawing (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Javoné Williams
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  No Half +Plus
The focus of this course is on building fundamental drawing skills. Students 
will learn basic techniques such as shading, controlling tones, composition 
and drawing methods. Students draw from a live model to study the 
proportion and form of the human figure. Beginning with the basics of 
human proportion and observing a skeleton, students “build” figures on the 
page by layering lines, shapes, and forms. 

Manga and Anime (VF) (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 2 | Instructor: Coral Lee Bishop
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Come explore the world of manga and anime! We will spend five days 
learning about and drawing cartoons in the manga and anime style. We will 
also discuss how elements of Japanese culture are intertwined in this style. 
Students will create their own original characters and will use a variety of 
facial expressions and actions to illustrate scenes. We will also learn about 
cos-play, cons, and other elements of Japanese current and pop culture as 
reflected in manga and anime around the world!

Math Art: Creating Beauty from Patterns (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Emily Dennett
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
Come and learn how to make beautiful and fascinating pieces of art using 
mathematical principles! We’ll be using shapes and patterns to create 3D 
sculptures, Celtic knot designs, mazes and labyrinths, and so much more! 
After learning the basics of each project, campers will get to experiment to 
create something uniquely their own. 

Minecraft Mod Creation: EnderDragon Rider
Rising 6-9 | Session 8 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
Saddle up for the ride of your life with Mod Creation - EnderDragon Rider. 
This exciting camp teaches students how to create a rideable EnderDragon 
mod that students can play with friends and family. One of our most 
requested mods ever, Mod Creation - EnderDragon Rider, will teach students 
how to code in Java using the Eclipse IDE, a professional tool used by 
engineers at software companies like Amazon, Google, and Facebook. 
Students will learn important coding concepts such as conditionals, loops, 
inheritance, methods, arrays, and more.

Next Top Chef
Rising 6-9 | Session 3 | Instructor: Young Chefs Academy Staff
Full (9a-4p) $325  |  No Half +Plus
Do you have what it takes to be the Next Top Chef? Join us as we learn 
different cooking, plating, presentation, and garnishing techniques, while 
creating delicious and impressive recipes. Each day will consist of a different

competition based on popular TV shows including Chopped, Iron Chefs, 
and Nailed It! Lessons include homemade breads, sauces and international 
cuisine. Every day is a chance to learn new techniques! At the end of each 
day, campers will prepare, plate, and present their final dishes to judges to 
see who is the Top Chef! All experience levels are welcome.

Our Earth Conservation Connection
Rising 6-9 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Luke Howard
Full (9a-4p) $230  |  No Half +Plus
Our Earth is something we all have in common and taking care of it is 
something everyone can do! This week-long course will focus on hanging 
out with trees and getting to know our neighbors better. Taking care of 
our soil, and learning that it isn’t just dirt beneath our feet. Learning how 
to reduce our waste, reuse/repurpose what we have, and recycle what 
we can. We will also learn how pollinators interact with nature and how 
that interaction is key to the function of so many things, even how our 
food gets to our table. Lastly, we will get to see how our food might be our 
most important tool to connect us with nature and encourage a beneficial 
relationship with our planet and with others. 

Paint the Greats
Rising 6-9 | Session 7 | Instructor: Angela Martin
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Calling all artists! Students will learn the history and techniques of famous 
artists and will have the opportunity to recreate famous paintings by those 
artists. Campers will explore the work of Pablo Picasso, Vincent Van Gogh, 
Jackson Pollock, Henri Matisse, and more. Clear some wall space for all the 
masterpieces that will be brought home by your student!

Portraiture Drawing (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: Javoné Williams
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
Students will be instructed in the basic anatomy of the human face, head, 
neck and hands. Special focus will be made towards the understanding 
of general proportions. With careful observation, students will grasp how 
foreshortening works at different head positions. Sighting techniques will 
be discussed as students work with a variety of drawing materials including 
ink and charcoal. Students will also learn how photographs can be used to 
accelerate the learning process.

Printmaking Without the Press
Rising 6-9 | Session 2 | Instructor: Emma Kindall
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
Let’s make multiples! In this class, we will learn unconventional approaches 
to the traditional artistic process of printmaking. Printmaking is a process 
based on the transfer of imagery from one surface to another, usually paper 
or fabric. Typically, printmaking is taught in a print shop using specialized 
equipment. However, with a bit of creativity and innovation, we can adapt 
traditional print shop techniques for use in our classroom! Throughout the 
week, students will explore a variety of printmaking techniques including 
block printing, monotypes, stamping, stenciling, and image transfer to create 
their own set of prints on paper, tote bags, and t-shirts.

Restaurants, Burger Joints, and Food Trucks! (VF) (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 5 (T-F) | Instructor: Laurel Welsh
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  No Half +Plus
Spend a week with Ms. L and create your own imaginary food truck 
business! We will cover the basics of economics and what it is like to be 
an entrepreneur and start a food truck business. You will be able to create 
your own menu with prices, figure out how much the supplies will cost, and 
create your own 3D model of your food truck! 
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Roblox 3D Game Development: Adventure & Racing Games
Rising 6-9 | Session 7 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
Do you love Roblox and want to learn how to make your own games? In 
this exciting camp for beginners, students will learn the Roblox Studio 
game creation engine and the Lua scripting language and build exciting 
professional grade games including Obbies, Racing games, and Dodgeball 
games. Students will master important coding concepts such as conditionals, 
loops, and functions and learn a powerful scripting language used by pro 
developers around the world! Throughout the week, campers use the Roblox 
Studio editor and Lua (Roblox programming language) to build their very own 
Adventure Map. Each day will present a new challenge and a key concept 
such as conditionals and variables. The ultimate goal of this program is to 
ensure campers are having fun while learning new concepts to progress 
their learning and build confidence coding so they may prepare for the next 
learning opportunity in the future.

Roblox 3D Game Development: Battle Royale
Rising 6-9 | Session 3 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full (9a-4p) $445  |  No Half +Plus
In this popular camp, students will create a Fortnite-style Battle Royale game 
in Roblox! Students will learn both the basics of 3D game development and 
fundamental programming concepts using the Lua programming language. 
This camp is designed for beginner to intermediate students who are 
interested in both programming and game development.

Roblox Master Worlds Maker (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 6-9 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full Day $340  |  No Half +Plus
Campers will spend hours and hours creating the most incredible world 
they can think of. Let’s design our own world, create our own monsters, and 
navigate tricky terrain! Together we can dream, code, and even destroy some 
of the most incredible maps imaginable, but be careful, you don’t want to 
fall off the cliff into the dreaded Lava Monster’s lair! We heard it eats Roblox 
characters for EVERY MEAL! This program caters to all experience levels.

Roblox Super Build Battles (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 6-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: Drobots Company Staff
Full Day $425  |  No Half +Plus
Fans of Fortnite, we need you! Instead of just playing your favorite battle 
royale games, why not design your own? In this exciting program, campers 
will use a professional 3D game development software, like Lua, to build 
levels and assets and create action and battle sequences inspired by 
popular games like Fortnite. This program caters to all experience levels, but 
especially for students who are interested in both programming and game 
development.

Science in the Summer
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: Kathryn Livingston
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
This is a hands-on class where campers will begin by performing labs and 
investigations to learn the elements of a good experiment. Campers will 
then apply what they have learned to an experiment of their own design! 
We will collect data, create graphs to analyze our data and visually present 
our findings to the public. In this class, students with an inquisitive mind or 
a creative passion for the sciences can hone their skills and apply them to 
their own line of study.

Scrapbooking (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Colleen Vaughan
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145
Have you ever wondered what scrapbooking is all about? Do you want to 

remember the details from daily life events? In this camp, you will learn the 
basic skills you’ll need to create your first scrapbook. All beginners (as well 
as experienced scrappers) will learn about scrapbooking tools, basic layout 
elements, photo matting, and storing your memories. Scrapbookers will 
need to bring plenty of pictures to use.

Street Magic (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 7 | Instructor: Carroll Baker
Full (9a-4p) $320  |  No Half +Plus
Students love magic, and they really love learning and performing it! Carroll 
Baker’s classes are a great way for your child to have fun learning to become 
an amazing magician, performer, and presenter. Beyond the entertainment 
value, magic helps improve digital dexterity, coordination, visual perception, 
spatial relationships, critical thinking, creativity, public speaking skills, self 
confidence, and imagination. Learn to perform magic like David Blaine 
and Criss Angel to name just a couple of the best. Campers will have the 
opportunity to perform in the virtual Friday Showcase. 

Upcycling
Rising 6-9 | Session 4 (M-TH) | Instructor: Emma Kindall
Full (9a-4p) $240  |  No Half +Plus
Discover and unleash the power of reinvention! Use your creativity to care for 
our environment! Explore sculptural and building techniques using materials 
that you can find for free, like cardboard, magazines, plastic bottles, and 
old kitchen utensils. Learn about where your trash goes when it leaves the 
curb and how you can help our world by reducing waste in your own life. 
Transform trash into treasure in this class by using recycled materials to 
make coasters, pencil holders, pinwheels, beads, imaginative creatures, 
lamps, and wind chimes.

World of Dance (VF) (VR)
Rising 6-9 | Session 8 | Instructor: CLC Dance, LLC/ Chelsea Crabtree
Full (9a-4p) $290  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Come join us in learning dances from around the world! We will explore a 
variety of dances from different regions. We will dive into the history and 
customs of different cultures and discover how dances around the world are 
created. While learning basic dance etiquette and technique, we will develop 
our appreciation for different cultures. No previous dance experience is 
necessary.

Yarny Adventures 
Rising 6-9 | Session 8 | Instructor: Jenn Jenkins
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
Come join us yarniacs in learning how to knit! In this class, students will 
learn basic knit stitches and the ability to read a pattern. Each participant will 
design and knit their very own scarf using machine washable yarn. Students 
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will also learn how to spin their own yarn using a drop spindle and wool 
raised and processed in Ohio. Finally, our class will visit 614 Knit Studio to 
sit, knit and shop for quality yarns in Clintonville. 

Zines!
Rising 6-9 | Session 3 | Instructor: Emma Kindall
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
Zines are self-published magazines that focus on what you find important 
and worth sharing! Join us and learn about the long history (they’ve been 
around since the 1940s) of these DIY self-published books. Start with 
whatever topic you’re passionate about- music, fashion, cars, movies, food, 
comics, gaming, politics, anything! We’ll use drawing, collage, photography, 
and writing to create multiple copies of your very own self-published zine. At 
the end of the week, students can swap zines, taking a new collection of art 
home with them.

—————
Athletics & Sports Clinics
Artistic Swimming: A Synchronized Swimming Experience
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: Ohio Coralinas Synchro Staff
Full (9a-4p) $310  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185
Swimming, Dance, and Gymnastics - Synchronized Swimming combines all 
three of these great activities into one fun experience! Using games, props, 
and music, we will explore the artistic side of swimming. During the course 
of the week, campers will learn synchronized swimming skills, all while 
putting together a special water show to be shared virtually with family 
and friends! Campers should be able to swim the length of the pool 
(approximately 25 yards) unassisted and be comfortable in the deep 
end.

Cheerleading at Gym Skills
Rising 6-9 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Gym Skills Staff
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
Looking forward to middle and high school cheer programs? Come join 
Gym Skills to develop and prepare your cheer skills for high school tryouts! 
Cheerleaders will learn jumping and tumbling techniques to be a true all star. 
The week will consist of learning chants, cheers, and a dance. Progress your 
skills with our top notch coaches and our state-of-the-art facility including 
a full regulation spring floor, trampolines, foam pit, and more! Students are 
required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Chiller Intro to Ice Hockey
Rising 6-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: Chiller Staff
Full (9a-4p) $375  |  No Half +Plus
This camp will introduce your child to ice hockey, no experience required! In 
addition, this camp will engage them in fun activities, games, and projects 
related to ice hockey so they can “get inside the game”. Camp includes at 
least two hours of ice skating per day instructed by our professional skating 
coaches. Off-ice activities include indoor and outdoor games, projects related 
to hockey, as well as guest appearances by local experts. Your child will 
receive a skating and hockey evaluation at the end of camp. Students are 
required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Chiller Intro to Ice Skating
Rising 3-8 | Session 1 (T-F) | Instructor: Chiller Staff
Full (9a-4p) $300  |  No Half +Plus
This camp will introduce your child to ice skating, no experience required! In 
addition, this camp will engage them in fun activities, games, and projects 

related to ice skating. Camp includes at least two hours of ice skating per 
day instructed by our professional skating coaches. Off-ice activities include 
indoor and outdoor games, projects related to skating, as well as guest 
appearances by local experts. Your child will receive a skating evaluation at 
the end of camp. Students are required to pack a nut free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Clinics: Boys’ Lacrosse AM / Boys’ Basketball PM
Rising 6-8 | Session 5 (T-F)
Instructors: Jeff Warstler (Basketball) & Neal O’Brien (Lacrosse)
Full (9a-4p) $315
AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $145 | PM Clinic Only (1:30p-4p) $145
Lacrosse: Learn about the fastest sport on two feet! Lacrosse is America’s 
oldest sport, with roots to Native American tribes dating back to 1100 AD. 
Lacrosse is an OHSAA sanctioned, spring sport, and is among the fastest 
growing, most popular sports in the U.S. This an instructional camp that 
focuses on basic skills, rules of the game, general concepts, and player 
safety. The clinic will be led by the coaches of the Columbus Academy Varsity 
and Middle School programs, along with current Varsity team members and 
guest coaches. It is preferred that players provide their own equipment; 
however, some equipment may possibly be provided if the staff is 
notified in advance, and the equipment is available. Participants are 
required to bring a water bottle.

Basketball: The Columbus Academy basketball program will once again 
host its clinic for all boys entering third through eighth grade. We encourage 
participation from young men with positive attitudes who are interested 
in having a great time, improving their skills, and learning more about 
playing this ultimate team game! Through a combination of drills, stations, 
and individual and team games, boys’ head basketball coach Jeff Warstler, 
members of the CA coaching staff, special guest speakers, and players from 
the CA basketball program will teach the basic yet crucial fundamentals 
of basketball, namely ball handling, passing, shooting, and defense. 
Participants are required to bring a nut free snack, water bottle, and 
towel.  

Clinics: Columbus Crew SC Developmental Soccer AM /
Sports & More Camp PM
Rising 6-9 | Session 2
Instructors: Columbus Crew SC Staff (Soccer) / Ryan Jenkins (Sports & More) 
Full (9a-4p) $300  |  AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $180
Columbus Crew SC: Developmental camps focus on player development 
through a core foundation of soccer skills in a challenging and fun learning 
environment. By promoting maximum touches on the ball, incorporating 
professional instruction, teaching challenging new exercises and guiding 
competitive, small-sided games, the Crew SC camp staff will help each 
player broaden their skill set and discover a love for the sport of soccer. A 
wide range of technical training exercises will be incorporated including 
dribbling, passing, receiving, and finishing. Participants are required to 
bring a water bottle.

Sports & More: Welcome to Sports & More camp! We are very excited for a 
summer full of different sports and activities. Campers will be running and 
moving up to four miles a day! Our primary focus and goals for the summer 
will be good sportsmanship, good nutrition, fitness, cooperation, and of 
course, fun! We hope you join us for the BEST SUMMER EVER! This camp 
will be outside as much as the weather permits, so sunscreen, hats, 
and sunglasses are encouraged. Students are required to bring a water 
bottle and wear athletic shoes - no flip flops or sandals.
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Clinics: Girls’ Basketball AM / Girls’ Field Hockey PM
Rising 6-8 | Session 4 (M-TH)
Instructors: JoAnne Adams (Field Hockey) & Heather Rakosik (Basketball)
Full (9a-4p) $315 
AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $145 | PM Clinic Only (1:30p-4p) $145
Basketball: She shoots, she scores! Be a basketball star at CA. This girls’ 
basketball clinic will involve learning and utilizing fundamental basketball 
skills. Girls will learn and practice ball skills, shooting skills, and basic 
fundamental principles in various drills and game situations. The clinic is 
designed for experienced players to improve on their skills, as well as for 
beginners to learn about the game of basketball. Come on in and see just 
how fun and rewarding basketball can be! Participants are required to 
bring a water bottle.

Field Hockey: We are excited to announce that this year’s clinic is back 
at Columbus Academy. We are thrilled to use the beautiful Carlin Fields at 
CA. Be a part of the tradition at Columbus Academy by playing the sport 
of field hockey from State Championship winning coaches and top notch 
players. This clinic is a great way to learn the dynamic sport of field hockey. 
Clinic sessions are creatively designed for both beginning and intermediate 
players. We strive to teach the hockey basics: dribbling, passing, receiving, 
pulls, dodges, and more for younger players while preparing older girls for 
middle school competition. It doesn’t matter if you are a first year player 
or an experienced middle school veteran, we will help you improve your 
game! We can’t wait to share our love of the game on the turf fields at CA 
this summer. Participants are required to bring a water bottle. If you 
need to purchase equipment, please contact Coach Adams at adamsj@
columbusacademy.org.

Clinics: Girls’ Lacrosse AM / Girls’ Volleyball PM
Rising 3-8 | Session 3 | Instructors: Jill Byers (Lacrosse) & TBA (Volleyball)
Full (9a-4p) $390
AM Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $180 | PM Clinic Only (1:30p-4p) $180
Girls’ Lacrosse: This clinic is designed to teach the basic technical 
fundamentals of the sport. This game is played with a ball and a stick, so 
campers can expect to learn everything from passing to catching, shooting 
mechanics, cradling drills, various dodging techniques, defensive positioning 
and of course, stick tricks! No previous playing experience is necessary. 
Students are required to bring cleats or turfs, lacrosse stick, goggles, 
mouthpiece and a water bottle.

Volleyball: Come join the fun with the lifetime sport of volleyball! This is a 
great way to introduce young children to volleyball by using team building 
activities and learning valuable skills. Come check out just how fun volleyball 
can be! In this program, girls will learn how to pass, set, hit, serve, and play 
in group situations. There will be coaches, as well as Columbus Academy 
Upper School players assisting the younger participants. Participants are 
required to bring a water bottle.

Direction Up Basketball Camp
Rising 6-9 | Session 8 | Instructors: Direction Up Basketball Staff/ 
Dallas Lauderdale III and Eddie Days
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Direction Up Basketball Camp offers results-driven techniques focused 
specifically on shooting, defensive skills, and passing, along with providing 
general knowledge in the game of basketball. Most importantly, we will do 
this with fun and passion in a laid back, yet competitive environment as we 
work to help our campers reach their highest potential. Campers leave with 
increased characteristics of great teammates: dedication, hard work, and 
self-confidence. This camp provides youth of all ages the opportunity to:
• Learn essential basketball skills 
• Develop core team building and interpersonal skills in a safe, 

supportive and fun environment
• Recognize personal strengths and areas of opportunities
• Practice techniques in a game setting
Participants are required to bring a water bottle and towel.

Fitness Challenge Camp (VF)
Rising 6-9 | Session 3 | Instructor: JumpBunch Staff
Full (9a-4p) $295  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180
Get up and move this summer at the JumpBunch Fitness Challenge Camp! 
This camp is all about playing fitness games and activities that promote 
teamwork, good sportsmanship, and self-confidence. This camp will also 
teach several components of physical fitness and ways to make healthy 
nutrition choices. Students will play in teams or race against the clock as 
they complete new fitness challenges each day. Campers will have so much 
fun, they won’t even realize they are exercising! Campers should dress to 
be very active and bring a water bottle.

FUNctional Fitness
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: CrossFit New Albany Staff/ Matt Wilson
Full (9a-4p) $315  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190
Join us to improve speed, strength, flexibility and stamina through a 
combination of fun and challenging total body exercises. Our trainers work 
hard and like to have fun with the campers. We focus on proper movement 
and skills that will carry over to a lifetime of fitness. Our program is for 
everyone no matter your skill level. We will help you to improve every day. 
Campers should wear shoes, athletic apparel and bring a water bottle.

FUNctional Fitness at CrossFit New Albany
Rising 6-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: CrossFit New Albany Staff/ Matt Wilson
Full (9a-4p) $365  |  No Half +Plus
Join us to improve speed, strength, flexibility and stamina through a 
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combination of fun and challenging total body exercises. Our trainers work 
hard and like to have fun with the campers. We focus on proper movement 
and skills that will carry over to a lifetime of fitness. Our program is for 
everyone no matter your skill level. We will help you to improve every day. 
Students are required to pack a nut free lunch each day. Campers 
should wear athletic shoes and apparel and bring a water bottle.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

History and Sport of Archery
Rising 6-9 | Session 7 | Instructor: Charles Brodhead
Full (9a-4p) $305  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185
Come join us and learn the basic skills and history of Archery. The skill of 
Archery has been used since the dawn of time; first for hunting, then for 
warfare, and in modern times, for sport. Campers will experience first-hand 
one of our oldest sports through daily study, practice, and challenges.

Krav Maga Style Self Defense and Bully Prevention
Rising 6-9 | Session 5 (T-F)
Instructor: Koguryo Martial Arts Academy Staff/ Jared Circle
Full (9a-4p) $250  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $150
Krav Maga is widely regarded for its simple and direct self defense 
techniques that can be learned in a short time frame. In this camp, students 
will learn a week-long curriculum of not only the physical skills necessary 
for defense, but, moreover, they will be empowered with strategies and 
the confidence necessary to avoid situations and de-escalate scenarios. 
Campers will also enjoy fun activities, relevant video topics, and role play as 
they rehearse their bully prevention strategies!

Learn to Sail 
Rising 6-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: Hoover Sailing Club Staff
Full (9a-4p) $365  |  No Half +Plus
Hoover Sailing Club has offered sailing instruction for Central Ohio youth 
for over 45 years. Your child will experience the joy of skippering a dinghy 
from our fleet during his or her very first lesson. Our experienced US Sailing 
certified staff will teach basic safety and boat skills. Your child will learn 
to sail up-wind, down-wind, tack, jibe, and recover from a capsize. Our 
picturesque property and remodeled facilities will provide your youngster 
with a week he or she will remember for years to come. Students are 
required to pack a nut free lunch, and bring your own USCG approved 
life jacket. Sailing is a very physical activity; occasional bumps and 
bruises can occur. Please advise your child’s counselor if there are 
any issues of which we might need to be aware. A Hoover Sailing 
Club release form is also required for every participant and will be 
distributed via email before camp begins.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Nerf It Up!
Rising 6-9 | Session 2, 8 | Instructor: JumpBunch Staff
Full (9a-4p) $430  |  No Half +Plus
The Nerf Bodacious factor is off the charts during this camp. Think you can’t 
get enough Nerf? This is the camp for you. We’ll be battling until you drop! 
We only stop for water and to change teams. We play single elimination, 
capture the flag, Star Wars, the Hunger Games and more! You will have a 
blast! Course fee includes all Nerf gear that students get to take home 
at the end of the week.

Olympic Fencing at Royal Arts Academy
Rising 6-9 | Session 1 (T-F), 9 | Instructor: Royal Arts Fencing Academy Staff
1: Full (9a-4p) $295  |  No Half +Plus
9: Full (9a-4p) $365  |  No Half +Plus
Have you ever wanted to be Zorro, d’Artagnan, the Dread Pirate Roberts, 
Captain Jack Sparrow, Robin Hood, or a Jedi Knight? Learn the noble art of 

fencing, including information about swords, moves, competitions, and future 
opportunities for Fencing Sport Scholarships. This course is specially created 
for participants of all fencing and athletic levels. On Friday, the students will 
participate in a real fencing tournament! Fencing equipment is provided. 
Students are required to wear athletic shoes and socks and pack a nut 
free lunch each day.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Perfecting Playground Play
Rising 6-9 | Session 6 | Instructor: Michelle Horne
Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
No standing around at recess! This camp will explore the many varieties 
of recess and playground games from some favorites like basketball 
and football to adapted versions like knock out and jackpot. We will play 
traditional games, discover variations to these, and learn other options 
like frisbee, foursquare, kickball and of course, ga-ga ball! Campers will 
experience as many games as possible during the week so they never have 
to worry about running out of recess games again! We will focus on good 
sportsmanship, cooperation, getting and staying active, and fun! Students 
are required to bring a water bottle and must wear tennis shoes. No flip
flops or sandals. 

Skateboarding Skatepark Road Trip Camp
Rising 3-9 | Session 9 | Instructor: Chris Higgins
Full (9a-4p) $475  |  No Half +Plus
Come join Chris Higgins and crew as we hit the road to skateboard at some 
of Columbus and Central Ohio’s best skateparks! Skaters of all ages and skill 
levels will learn and have fun as we work on skating on all different types 
of skateparks and terrain. Camp will meet at Columbus Academy every day 
before we set off on an epic road trip to a different skatepark. Please note 
locations are subject to change due to COVID-19 stipulations and safety 
protocols, but there will be no shortage of fun and safe adventures. Students 
are required to pack a nut free lunch each day. Skaters are required to 
wear a helmet and bring their own skateboards; knee pads and elbow 
pads are recommended.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Sports & More
Rising 6-9 | Session 4 (M-TH), 7 | Instructors: Zach Besand & Nic Eader
4: Full (9a-4p) $230  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140
7: Full (9a-4p) $285  |  Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175
Welcome to Sports & More camp! We are very excited for a summer full of 
different sports and activities. Campers will be running and moving up to 
four miles a day! Our primary focus and goals for the summer will be good 
sportsmanship, good nutrition, fitness, cooperation, and of course, fun! We 
hope you join us for the BEST SUMMER EVER! This camp will be outside 
as much as the weather permits, so sunscreen, hats, and sunglasses 
are encouraged. Students are required to bring a water bottle and wear 
athletic shoes - no flip flops or sandals.
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VIRTUAL VIDEO TOURS!

Are you curious how our new policies and 
procedures will be implemented? Virtual Video 

Tours are available on our website! From carpool-
style drop-off/pick-up to lunch and other safety 

protocols, you can find it all by visiting:

www.columbusacademy.org/summer

Division Color Drop-off/Pick-up Location
Drop-off Time 
Last Name A-M

Drop-off Time
Last Name N-Z

Pick-up Time 
Last Name A-M

Pick-up Time 
Last Name N-Z

Pre-K YELLOW Academy Hall Bus Circle 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Lower School GREEN Lower School Main Entrance 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Middle/Upper School BLUE Middle School Circle 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

—————
Swimming Lessons
Greater Columbus Swim School
Rising K-8 | Session 2-8 
Instructor: Greater Columbus Swim Team of Ohio (GCSTO)
8a-9a and/ or 4p-5p  $80/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $65/ week)
The Greater Columbus Swim Team of Ohio teaches Columbus Academy 
instructional swim lessons in a fun, yet challenging atmosphere with lessons 
taking place at Columbus Academy Pool on campus. The pool depth ranges 
from 3ft – 10ft. Participants are observed and placed in appropriate levels 
according to their current skill level and will engage in the fundamentals of 
swimming most appropriate for their ability. Swimmers will be consistently 
monitored for skill acquisition in order to ensure that they are continually 
challenged in the pool as their skill level increases. Beginning swimmers will 
learn the most basic skills needed to become self-sufficient in the water, 
while swimmers with slightly more advanced skills will be progressed through 
a series of eight levels, focusing on the proficient acquisition of all four of 
the competitive swimming strokes (those used in the sport of swimming). 
Participants will receive a skills accomplishment report at the end of each 
weekly session. Swimmers will have a great time, will be challenged, and 
will learn valuable skills. This program can be added to any week’s 
programming. There is a maximum of 15 children per time slot and 
spaces fill quickly.

Additional Notes: Half +Plus pick-up (all divisions) will be at 1:30pm in their respective locations.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Summer Experience Office ....................614-509-2267
Director, Alyssa King..............................614-509-2529
Program Coordinator .............................614-580-1849
Sr. Counselor Coordinator ......................614-653-3117
After Care..............................................614-509-2240
Camp Nurse ..........................................614-496-9591
Email .....Summer_Experience@columbusacademy.org
Director’s Email .............KingA@columbusacademy.org

Summer Experience registration is available online only. 
This form is simply a guide to showcase each camp in a weekly schedule format to assist in the planning process.

Session:    1 (6/8-11)     2 (6/14-18)     3 (6/21-25)     4 (6/28-7/1)     5 (7/6-9)     6 (7/12-16)     7 (7/19-23)     8 (7/26-30)     9 (8/2-6)
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Session 1  June 8-11 (no camp June 7)

Program Grades     Full Day    Half +Plus

Academics Study Skills (Virtual Only) 6-9 Full Day $225 No Half +Plus

Arts & Sciences Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $85 No Half +Plus

Cooking Farm-to-Table at Young Chefs Academy 3-8 Full (9a-4p) $260 No Half +Plus

Fundamentals of Painting (Virtual Only) 6-9 Full Day $235 No Half +Plus

Roblox Master Worlds Maker (Virtual Only) 6-9 Full Day $340 No Half +Plus

Athletics Cheerleading at Gym Skills 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Chiller Intro to Ice Skating 3-8 Full (9a-4p) $300 No Half +Plus

Olympic Fencing at Royal Arts Academy 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

MIDDLE SCHOOL AT-A-GLANCE

Session 2  June 14-18

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics FUNdamentally Social! 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Arts & Sciences Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $105 No Half +Plus

Creative Engineering 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $335 No Half +Plus

Dancing with the CA Stars 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $315 No Half +Plus

Fun with Photography 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $285 No Half +Plus

Manga and Anime 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Printmaking Without the Press 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Athletics Clinics: Columbus Crew SC AM / Sports & More Camp PM 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $300 Clinic Only (9a-11:30a) $180

Nerf It Up! 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $430 No Half +Plus

Summer Experience registration is available online only. 
This form is simply a guide to showcase each camp in a weekly schedule format to assist in the planning process.

Session 3  June 21-25

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Study Skills 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Arts & Sciences Arduino Robotics Programming 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $105 No Half +Plus

Fashion Design into Home Décor 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Next Top Chef 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Roblox 3D Game Development: Battle Royale 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Zines! 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Athletics Clinics: Girls' Lacrosse AM / Girls' Volleyball PM 3-8 Full (9a-4p) $390 Clinic Only (AM or PM) $180

Fitness Challenge Camp 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Swimming Lessons (K-8) are available Sessions 2-8 from 8a-9a and/ or 4p-5p for $80/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $65/ week)
After Care is available Sessions 2-8 for $97.50/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $78/ week)
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Session 5  July 6-9 (no camp July 5)

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Writing in Nature 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Arts & Sciences Amateur Animators 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $240 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145

Architectural Imagination 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $240 No Half +Plus

Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $85 No Half +Plus

Fun with Photography 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $230 No Half +Plus

Math Art: Creating Beauty from Patterns 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Our Earth Conservation Connection 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $230 No Half +Plus

Restaurants, Burger Joints, and Food Trucks! 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $240 No Half +Plus

Athletics Clinics: Boys' Lacrosse AM / Boys' Basketball PM 6-8 Full (9a-4p) $315 Clinic Only (AM or PM) $145

Krav Maga Style Self Defense and Bully Prevention 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $250 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $150

Session 6  July 12-16

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Grades Plus Game 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $315 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190

Arts & Sciences Act Out Theater Camp 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $310 No Half +Plus

Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $105 No Half +Plus

Chess Masters 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Kids Creative Programming with Python 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Portraiture Drawing 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Science in the Summer 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Athletics Artistic Swimming: A Synchronized Swimming Experience 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $310 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185

FUNctional Fitness 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $315 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190

Perfecting Playground Play 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Session 4  June 28-July 1 (no camp July 2)

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Future Entrepreneurs 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $270 No Half +Plus

Arts & Sciences Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $85 No Half +Plus

Comedy Magic 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $255 No Half +Plus

iDesign: Engineering in a Makerspace 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $250 No Half +Plus

Life Drawing 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $240 No Half +Plus

Scrapbooking 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $240 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $145

Upcycling 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $240 No Half +Plus

Athletics Clinics: Girls' Basketball AM / Girls' Field Hockey PM 6-8 Full (9a-4p) $315 Clinic Only (AM or PM) $145

Sports & More 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $230 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $140

Swimming Lessons (K-8) are available Sessions 2-8 from 8a-9a and/ or 4p-5p for $80/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $65/ week)
After Care is available Sessions 2-8 for $97.50/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $78/ week)
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Session 7  July 19-23

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Graphic Novels History and Evolution 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Arts & Sciences Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $105 No Half +Plus

Camp Pinterest 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $315 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $190

Introduction to Social Media 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Paint the Greats 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Roblox 3D Game Development: Adventure & Racing Games 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

Street Magic 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $320 No Half +Plus

Athletics History and Sport of Archery 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $305 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $185

Sports & More 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $285 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Session 8  July 26-30

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Public Speaking 101 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Arts & Sciences Artistic Jewelry Making 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $300 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $105 No Half +Plus

Engineering and Problem Solving with Woodworking 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $325 No Half +Plus

Minecraft Mod Creation: EnderDragon Rider 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $445 No Half +Plus

World of Dance 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $290 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $175

Yarny Adventures 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 No Half +Plus

Athletics Direction Up Basketball Camp 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $295 Half +Plus (9a-1:30p) $180

Nerf It Up! 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $430 No Half +Plus

Session 9  August 2-6

Program Grades Full Day Half +Plus

Academics Study Skills (Virtual Only) 6-9         Full Day $280 No Half +Plus

Arts & Sciences Adventure & Survival Camp 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $550 No Half +Plus

Aromatherapy 101 (Virtual Only) 6-9         Full Day $290 No Half +Plus

Be a Junior Counselor 8-11 Full (9a-4p) $105 No Half +Plus

Discover Ohio 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $575 No Half +Plus

Roblox Super Build Battles (Virtual Only) 6-9         Full Day $425 No Half +Plus

Athletics Chiller Intro to Ice Hockey 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $375 No Half +Plus

FUNctional Fitness at CrossFit New Albany 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $365 No Half +Plus

Learn to Sail 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $365 No Half +Plus

Olympic Fencing at Royal Arts Academy 6-9 Full (9a-4p) $365 No Half +Plus

Skateboarding Skatepark Road Trip Camp 3-9 Full (9a-4p) $475 No Half +Plus

Swimming Lessons (K-8) are available Sessions 2-8 from 8a-9a and/ or 4p-5p for $80/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $65/ week)
After Care is available Sessions 2-8 for $97.50/ week (Sessions 4 and 5: $78/ week)
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MIDDLE SCHOOL PLANNING TOOL

Session Dates Program Title

Session 1: June 8-11 (no camp July 7) 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 2: June 14-18 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 3: June 21-25 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 4: June 28-July 1 (no camp July 2) 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 5: July 6-9 (no camp July 5) 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 6: July 12-16 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 7: July 19-23 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 8: July 26-30 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

Session 9: August 2-6 1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

This page is designed to be a planning tool to help you select camps in preparation for online registration. With smaller class sizes, we anticipate camps will fill 
quickly. We recommend completing this form before registration opens to ensure you have back up choices in the event your first choice camps are full.
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Virtual Class Coding System (see full descriptions on page 2)  (VR) Virtual Ready  (VF) Virtual Friendly  (VO) Virtual Only

FEES, CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS, REFUNDS AND DEADLINES POLICY

All camps have a minimum enrollment that must be met in order to run. Therefore, we must adhere to the following policy regarding cancellations. Please 
understand that after the deadline listed below, we have made firm financial commitments to our faculty and staff, in addition to purchasing materials 

for the class. The $20 per camper registration fee is non-refundable and non-transferable. The cancellation deadline is May 15th, 2021. Any changes or 
cancellations made prior to May 15th will incur no penalty and course fees will be refunded in full. There is no refund for cancellations after May 15th. 

Changes made to schedules after May 15th will be charged a $25 non-refundable change fee per child plus any difference in course fees. 

All change requests and cancellations must be submitted in writing to Summer_Experience@columbusacademy.org.

ATTENTION RISING 9TH GRADERS! In addition to the offerings available to you in the Upper School division, 
we also have a large array of offerings just for you in the Middle School division! Below is the comprehensive 
list of camps that we have made available for you! Please refer to pages 29-37 for more details. 

ACADEMICS
FUNdamentally Social!
Future Entrepreneurs
Grades Plus Game
Graphic Novels History and Evolution
Public Speaking 101
Study Skills
Study Skills (Virtual Only)
Writing in Nature

ARTS & SCIENCES
Act Out Theater Camp
Adventure & Survival Camp
Amateur Animators
Architectural Imagination
Arduino Robotics Programming 
Aromatherapy 101 (Virtual Only)
Artistic Jewelry Making 
Camp Pinterest
Chess Masters
Comedy Magic
Creative Engineering
Dancing with the CA Stars
Discover Ohio
Engineering and Problem Solving with Woodworking
Fashion Design into Home Décor
Fun with Photography
Fundamentals of Painting (Virtual Only)
iDesign: Engineering in a Makerspace
Introduction to Social Media
Kids Creative Programming with Python 
Life Drawing
Manga and Anime
Math Art: Creating Beauty from Patterns
Minecraft Mod Creation: EnderDragon Rider

ARTS & SCIENCES (continued)
Next Top Chef
Our Earth Conservation Connection
Paint the Greats
Portraiture Drawing
Printmaking Without the Press
Restaurants, Burger Joints, and Food Trucks!
Roblox 3D Game Development: Adventure & Racing Games
Roblox 3D Game Development: Battle Royale
Roblox Master Worlds Maker (Virtual Only)
Roblox Super Build Battles (Virtual Only)
Science in the Summer
Scrapbooking
Street Magic
Upcycling
World of Dance
Yarny Adventures 
Zines!

ATHLETICS
Artistic Swimming: A Synchronized Swimming Experience
Cheerleading at Gym Skills
Chiller Intro to Ice Hockey
Columbus Crew SC Developmental Soccer AM Clinic
Direction Up Basketball Camp
Fitness Challenge Camp
FUNctional Fitness
FUNctional Fitness at CrossFit New Albany
History and Sport of Archery
Krav Maga Style Self Defense and Bully Prevention
Learn to Sail 
Nerf It Up!
Olympic Fencing at Royal Arts Academy
Perfecting Playground Play
Skateboarding Skatepark Road Trip Camp
Sports & More
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Virtual Class Coding System (see full descriptions on page 2)  (VR) Virtual Ready  (VF) Virtual Friendly  (VO) Virtual Only

UPPER SCHOOL SUMMER EXPERIENCE
Programs are in alphabetical order and categorized by Curriculum-Based 
Offerings, Academics and Arts & Sciences programming. Please note: 
“rising” indicates the grade your child will be entering in the 2021-
22 school year.

It is required for each student to bring a water bottle as water fountains will 
be closed. Any other requirements are listed within the course description. 
Please also read the General Information section on pages 2-5.

Curriculum-Based Offerings
Credit courses can be taken for review or credit. Only students who 
successfully complete credit courses will receive the number of 
credits indicated in the course descriptions. Please check with your 
child’s school prior to registering for these courses, as we do not 
guarantee that earned credits will transfer to all schools. Columbus 
Academy will mail a letter for proof of course completion and notification 
of final grade (if applicable) to your home address by the conclusion of 
the Summer Experience program in August. A copy of this letter will also 
be sent to the records department of your child’s school.

Feed the Need
Rising 9-12 | Session 3-4, 5-6 | Instructor: Sarah Hansen
8:30a-3:30p  |  $325 for each two-week program
Students in this community service camp will work in small, socially distant 
groups with a variety of sites to provide support to those in need in the 
Columbus community. Sites include but are not limited to, the Mid-Ohio Food 
Collective, Meals-On-Wheels/LifeCare Alliance, Westerville Area Resource 
Ministry, Worthington Food Pantry, YWCA Family Center, Royal Manor 
Elementary school and local community gardens. At each site, we will learn 
about the issues of hunger in our community and participate in a variety 
of tasks to help alleviate this significant social justice problem. Projects 
may include the planting and harvesting of fresh produce, food sorting and 
distribution, and meal delivery to adults and children in a variety of safe, 
socially distant settings. Successful completion of this camp satisfies the 
Columbus Academy Upper School graduation requirement of 45 hours of off-
campus community service hours. Daily attendance during both weeks of 
camp is mandatory to receive credit – no exceptions. Verbal and brief 
written reflections will be a required component of this camp. Students 
are required to pack a nut free lunch and water bottle each day. There 
is a maximum of 18 students for this program and spaces fill quickly.
This is a traveling/off-site program.

Physical Education Credit Intensive Program
Rising 9-12 | Session 2, 3, 6, 7
Instructors: Zachary Besand, Ron Leach, & Heather Rakosik
8a-3p (M-TH) and 8a-12p (F)  |  $325 for each one-week program
In this class, we will be engaged in sport activity, as well as basic fitness. 
Tennis, golf, bowling, ultimate frisbee, soccer, softball, basketball, football, 
and track and field will be some of the sports activities. A half hour lunch is 
provided for the intensive PE program unless otherwise notified. By taking 
this class, you can earn one quarter credit for high school Physical 
Education. Columbus Academy students will earn one unit toward the 
six-unit graduation requirement. Daily attendance is mandatory to 
receive credit – no exceptions.

Academics

ACT Preparation Course (Virtual Only) (VO)
Rising 9-12 | Session 1 (T-F), 6, 9 | Instructor: Ihab Ismail
1: 9a-12:45p $399
6 & 9: 9a-12p $399 
This is a comprehensive 15-hour ACT course that aims to help each student 
identify strengths and challenges, develop and apply a plan to enhance 
performance, and measure the progress made in the English, Math, Reading, 
and Science sections of the ACT. We will meet virtually in real time to focus 
on developing ACT-specific content, techniques, and strategies. Please note 
this course is not offered as a continuation or in conjunction with existing 
CA sponsored test prep programs. Phone consultation with parent(s)/ 
guardian(s) is included. 

Arts & Sciences

Be a Junior Counselor
Rising 8-11 | Session 1-9 | Instructor: Jr. Counselor Coordinators
Full (9a-4p) $105/ week (Sessions 1, 4, & 5: $85/ week)
Join our dynamic team this summer and put experience on your resume. 
This opportunity is a hands-on volunteer leadership experience for any 
student going into eighth through eleventh grade. Duties of a junior counselor 
include helping with camp activities, supporting a senior counselor, escorting 
campers, helping with check-in and snack time, and having fun in the sun 
at Columbus Academy. If you have not had a job before, this program will 
give you the experience you will need to succeed in your next opportunity 
and will give you leadership skills that will follow you the rest of your life. 
By becoming a part of our team, you will have fun, make friends, and learn 
valuable skills. Each participant will receive a certificate of completion and 
a review to put in his or her job portfolio. Students and a parent/guardian 
are required to attend a mandatory virtual orientation (date and time 
TBA). In addition, individual meetings will also be scheduled with Jr. 
Counselor Coordinators. This program is limited to six participants per 
week, and spaces fill quickly.
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THE COLUMBUS ACADEMY CAMPUS MAP

1    PRE-K DROP-OFF / PICK-UP

2    LOWER SCHOOL DROP-OFF / PICK-UP

3    MIDDLE/UPPER SCHOOL DROP-OFF / PICK-UP

4    SPORTS CLINICS DROP-OFF / PICK-UP

5    AFTER CARE PICK-UP

6    ACADEMY POOL 

7    DINING HALL

8    SUMMER EXPERIENCE OFFICE

9    DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

10   FACULTY/STAFF PARKING LOT

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

Division Color Drop-off/Pick-up Location Drop-off Time 
Last Name A-M

Drop-off Time
Last Name N-Z

Pick-up Time 
Last Name A-M

Pick-up Time 
Last Name N-Z

Pre-K YELLOW Academy Hall Bus Circle 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Lower School GREEN Lower School Main Entrance 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

Middle/Upper School BLUE Middle School Circle 8:00-8:30 am 8:30-9:00 am 3:30-4:00 pm 4:00-4:30 pm

9

10

Additional Notes: Half +Plus pick-up (all divisions) will be at 1:30pm in their respective locations.
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Columbus Academy
4300 Cherry Bottom Road

PO Box 30745
Gahanna, Ohio 43230-0745

Phone: 614.509.CAMP (2267)   |   Email: Summer_Experience@columbusacademy.org

www.columbusacademy.org

Photo by Ryan Hunker ‘20
“Small Town Pollen” Polaroid


